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V.

FOREWARD

Improving instruction in Michigan schools is iriority goal of
the State Board of Education. The Michigan E ational Assessme
Program (MEAP); since January, 19,70,. as provided informid
which contributes to the identification 'of educational needs. A m
task of the state assessment and instructional specialist staffs to
assist and encourage local educators to use the information pro ided
to improve instruction. However, local educators hold the ey to
achieving the goal of improving instruction by addressing the needs
identified by the assessment.

In previoussears, the Department staff_ has worked cooperatively
with local educators in using the MEAP results to meet student needs.
As a result, the Department has developed activities to: 1) use MEAP
results in school's mill 2) report MEAP results to a variety of audiences.
These activities were designed to emphasite district/school use and
sharing the MEAP test . results. Building upon these. efforts, the
assessment program staff will continue to train local and intermediate
district educatdrs in the use and reporting of MEAP results. The
instructional specialist staff will continue to train educators-in the use
of effective instructional strategies and in curriculum review and

n
or

revision processes.

The MEAP Handbook presents ways to use the MEAP test results.
Because thee activities are based on methods that worked. in schools
and because the techniques acknowledge the. resource constraints of
local.schoolS, theytan be used in schools and districts of various sizes and
types. Whether they are applied is the choice of local staff. -;

e
Learning the basic skills is essential, but not sufficient. Educators

must increase efforts to provide 'a well rounded .curriculum, adjusted
to, specific needs of their community. Challenging the high achieving
students is equally as important, as motivating the lower achieving
students. Basic skills instruction should not take the place of other
effective school programs, but rather, should serve as a cornerstone.

Phillip E. Runkel
Superintendent of Public Instruction
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INTRODUCTION

'The MEAP Handbook was developed to assist educators in

analyzing, using, and reporting Michigan Educational Assessmen

Program test results,

In 1973-74 the Assessment Program began using an objective-

referenced test system keyed Qto Michigan minimal performance

objectives. In 1980-81, revised objectives and tests were introduced

to bui4 on the kprience of previous -Years. The; annual

educational screening provided by MEAP continues to allow local

educators identify which stucien s have acquired basic skills and

assess the s rengt'is and weaknes es of their basic skills program.

The Handbook includes a brief overview of the program and

description of the MEAP tests (Section I), suggested methods,

techniques, and strategies for 'using the results (Section II), and a

discussion of the appropriate uses of MEAP test results (Section

III),

Also provided is an illustrated explanation of how to read

each 'of the report forms, and explanation of the.Proportions Report

'(Appendix A). The objectives tested, with example test' items and

a list of item numbers measuring'each objective, can be found in

Appendix B and Appendix C.

r , 4

As in the past, not all of the minimal performance objectiveso,

for reading or mathematics'are tested. Appendix B. contains only

the objectives which are includedin the every-pupil portion of the

MEAP tests: All the minimal performance objectives for grades'

or through nine may be found in MINIMAL PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIVES FOR COMMUNICATION SKILLS and

MINIMAL PERFO,RMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR

MATHEMATiCS.

r
Appendix D shows a brochure which has been prepared to

describe to a variety of audiences 'various principles which are .

highly related to student achievement. 'As local educators use

'assessment results to plan program improvement, they,will wani

to keep thesevariables in mind.

A flyer, entitled "Understanding and Using the Individual

Student Report" is provided in Appendix E. This fly'er can be

used to help explain the test results to individual students and

parents.

Ipecial Motes foi Adult Educators" are provided° in

Appendix F. These notes highlight the specific sections of the

Handbobk which will help adult educators read and use their

MEAP test results.

Finally, a large number of resource's have been developed,to,

help local educators use and report MEAP i.esults, A list of theie

resources and instructions for ordering them can be' found in

Appendix G.
,
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SECTION I

AN OVERVIEW

The Michigan Educational Assessment Progiam (MEAP) is

a statewide testing program in: reading and mathematics (with

other subject areas tested on a salnpling basis). MEAP was

initiated by the State Board 'of Education, supported 'by the

Governor and funded by the. Legislature.

The MEAP tests afe administered every fall to all fourth,

seventh, and tenth graders. They provide information on what our

Students are learning and doing compared with what we want

them to know and do.

Background

The first fouryears of the assessment program (1969-1973)

used standardized norm-referenced ,tests designed to rank

students from highest to lowest in each of four subjectt areas

(vocabulary, reading compreheqion, Ehglish usage, and arith-

metic). The information provided by these tests did not ade-

quately serve the purpose of MEAP to provide informations on the

status and progress of Michigan basic skills'education!,An alter-,
native method of assessing student achievement was needed.

In the fall of 1971, referent groups were formed to develop

specific erformance objectives in the basic skills areas. The

groups were composed of local, state, and higher education

curriculum specialists and teachers from. throughout Michigan.

Groups subinitted draft objectives for statewide review by grade

level coitmissions and the Elementary and Secondary Education

Couneil. The final objectives were approved and adopted by the

State Board of Education, Objective-referenced tests were

developed by Michigan educators to measure specified basic skills

'attainment.

When the minimal performance objectives were developed in

1972, no empirical evidence, on the objectives was available ald

0

Department staff agreed that a periodic review and revision

would, be neecred. Revision of the objectives, was undertaken in

1976 with the assistance of the Michigan Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (MCTM) and the Michigan Reading Association

(MRA),As the sets of skills were reviewed, it became apparent

that certain new areas of emphasis (for examp:e; metric measure-

ment) needed to be added and other areas (for example, the

difference between inferential and literal comprenension)'needed

to be clarified. The revised objectives were adopted by the State

Board of Education in 1980. The revised sets of ijectives represent,

an extension of the original set'based on the experience of using' ,

4 them in the Michigan Educational, ASsessment Program. The

need for revised' tests was the direct result of the adoption of the

revised objectives.

Test Description

The current assessment tests are objective-referenced sets of

items measuring selected minimum lierformance objectives* in

the subject areas ,of reading and mathenaties. Each objective

(Appendix B) is-measured by a set of three items. Objective attain-

ment is answering correctly at least two of the three items meas-

uring each objective. The untimed tests allow students to work at

their own pace.

The tests were written by Michigan educators and field tested

twice on a statewide sample of students. Following each tryout. :

the tests were reviewed and refined. The revised tests were

I

*Becage of testing time limitations, not all of the minimal performance objec-

tives for reading or mathematics are included in the annual educational assess-

ment. All of the minimal performance objectives for grades one through nine

may be found in the Minimal-Performance Objectives for Communication Skills

and Minimal Perforthance Objectives for Mathematics.



,' approved by the State Board of Educatiori and administered on a

statewide basis in 1980-81.

Both. MCTM and MA helped supervise the test development'

process and partii cipated in the test review and revision pr'oce'sses,

including a review of the 1980 -81 statewide tests And results. The

1980.81 test Eetilts providectA new baseline to which the 1981 -82

and future results can.be compared.

.

Results, as in the past, re reported both in terms of percentage

of .students attaining each 'Objective and in terms of percent;of

students falling in each category of achieVement,

Shown below are the number of objectives and test items used

In the reading tests:

Cognitive Skills

(Skill Areas .1-V)

Number of Number of

Grade Objedives Test Items

Positive Responses to Reading Related

(Skill Area VI) Activities

Number of Number of Number of

Objectives Test Items Test Items

4 25 75 4 , 12 3

23 69 4 12 3

10 24 72 4 12 3

The, positive response test items are used to determine the

extent to which students read on their own, talk about what they

read, or request additional, reading materials: The related

activities do not measureani specific objectives but are used to

determine the amount of time students spend doing homework,

watching television, and reading just for'fun. Because these items

are affective in nature, they are listed separateVhereand are'not

included in the proportions data Objective attainment rates for

the positive response items are calculated and reported on the

District and School Summary,

13
2

The number of mathematics objectives and test items tested

at each level are shown below:

Core Test Correlated Tests

// Number of Number of Number of Number of

Grade Objectives Test Items 'Objectives Test Items

4 28 84. 7 21 '
7 28 84 7 21

10 28 84 7 21

The mathematics tests are comprised of a core test of 28 objec-

tives and a correlated test. Each grade level contains seven

correlated objectives.

Individual student, classroom, school, and district results are

calculated for each objective in the core test and in the correlated

test; This provides districts . with information on additional

mathethatics objectives and :giVes them more data with which to

examine their instructional programs. Proportions data are

calculated using the core objectives only;correlated.objeaives are

not included. Statewide results are calculated foi( each objective in

the core test and in the correlated tests.

The Technical Report provides Inge detail on the charaCter-

istics of the test's. Table I shows the skill areas tested in each of the

mathematics and reading tests.
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MEAP: THE SKILL AREAS ASSESSED

I-
U)

.W

INE

(5

Z

iU

<
W

X

GRADE FOUR GRADE SEVEN .. GRADE TEN.

SKILL

AREA

.

;NO, OF

OBJECTIVES

SKILL .

AREA .

NO, OF .

OBJECTIVES

SKILL

AREA

NO. OF

OBJECTIVES

Vocabulary. Meaning

Literal Comprehension

Inferential Comprehension

Critical Reading Skills

Related Study Skills

Sub-Total

.

'Positive Response/Reading'

6

5

9

I

4

25

4

, ; Vocabulary Meaning

Literal Comprehension'

Inferential Comprehension

Critical Reading Skills

Related Study Skills '

Sub-Total -

Positive Response/Reading'

5

5

7

2

4

23

4

Vocabulary 1

Literal Comprehension

Inferintial Comprehension

Critical Reading. Skills ,

Related Study Skills

Sub-Total

.

Positive Response/Readings

5

5

8

3

3

24

4

1..

Vi

WI_F

,(0 ...

0
...
IN°

If
a
W
1
l'
4
2

W
cr

0
0

Numeration

Whole Numbers

Fractions

Metric Measurement

Non-Metric Measurement

'Geometry

Sub-Total
.

9

12

2

2

1

2

28

Numeration

Whole Numbers

Decimals

Fractions

Metric Measurement

Non-Metric Measurement

Geometry

Probability & Statistics

.

Sub-Total

, 2

8

3

6

4

2

2

1

28

Whole Numbers

Decimals

Fractions

Ratio, proportions & Percent

Metric Measurement

Non- Metric Measurement

Geometry

Probability & Statistics

Equations, Expressions &

Graphs

Sub-Total

2

6

8

2

2

3

1

2

2

.

28

0
Wi.
14.

6111;

g-

cr

0
U

Numeration

Whole Numbers

Geometry .

Sub-Total

. 1

5

1

7

Numeration
1

Whole Numbers

Decimals .

Fractions

Metric Measurement
,

Sub-Total

.

,

1

2

2

1

1

Whole Numbers

Decimals

Proportions

Metric Measurement

Sub-Total

.

.

1

3

2

1

7

'Attainments on the Reading Positive Response objectives and the Mathematics correlated objectives are not included in the

Proportions Report.



SECTION H

USING AfEAP TEST RESULTS,

In this section, a number of suggestions will be given conc'ern-

ing the uses of MEAP results. For the sake of convenience, these

uses have been grouped at the district, school, and individual

student levels, This arbitrary means of 'subdividing a coordinated

school district and building' effort to use the tests results .was

adopted to point out the different responsibilities of diStrictlevel,

schOol-level, and classroom personnel. Several monographs have

been developed to assist local educatdrs. The first monograph

describes the ,relationship between the use and the reporting of

MEAP test results and provides an overview of the topics covered

by the remaining monographs. The next two monographs provide

processes for using MEAP 'results with individualstudents and for

curriculum review.. The last three monographs give models for

reporting MEAP rcultsto parents, local .school boards,, and the

public through use of the media.

DISTRICT LEVEL USE

What Should Be Done?

District officials should

Provide leadership and direction to the staff;

Interpret MEAP test results as they relate to the total

district program; and

Communicate results in this contextto the school board

and the community at large.

The interest of district-level adminiitrators and curricu-

sum specialists will encourage building-level adminis-

trators and teachers to use .assessment results.

17

The importance of interpretation cannot be over-

eniphasized. The educatio assessment rctram pro-

vides a large amount of 1 ormati . "eac ers, principals,

and other district person l'shuuld reach an understanding,

of what the assessment da means to them. In the absence

of q,
."official" interpre tion, newspaper reporters,,

ti citizens, parents, or students ill provide their own mean-

ings of the data. If these in :rpretations are improper.or

based on limited information, they'may be difficult for

school personnel to correct

The manner in which MLAP test results are shared by

°district officials will have a significant impact on the over-

all usefulness of the results, Act, don't react,

How Is Leadership And Direction Provided To staff?

Distribute school level assessment results to school staff

promptly.

Hold one or more briefings for 'central office staff and

school staff to present and discuss results in detail,

Emphasize what has been accomplished and what should

be addressed:

In Jarger districts, it may beuseful to hold school-by-

school briefings for entire professional staff during-

which district and the specific-school results are dis-

cussed. What the district plans to do with the results_

and expects the school to do should also be communi-

cated.

Encourage school .staff to use school level MEAP results-

and to distribute the Pamphlet for Parents.



How Can Results Be Related. To Total Program?

ExaMine district MEAP results to determine how students

performed,:

Examine and compare the result's of other district-level

meawes of achievement.

Prepare a written report which includes the' com

assessment results. Highlight both the strengths an

nesses. The report should also include inter ns,

implications, and.the plan of action. Make the 'li-

able to anyone who wants to understand or the

MEAP results in depth, kb

etati

eport av

Prepare a presentation which gives the totalpicture of the

district's instructional and evaluation programs showing

MEAP within the context Of other testing, done in the

district.

How Should Meap Test Results Be Communicated To Various

Audiences?

Determine the audiences to whom the information should

be communicated and what they would be most interested

in knowing. These audiences will probably include admin-

istration and school staffs, parents, India representatives,

and the community at large.

Adjust the emphasis, length, and content of the presenta-

tion to make it meaningful and clear to the audience being

addressed.

For the school board:

a.

* The board will want to be shown the strengths and

`weaknesses in overall student performance. The district

can present the objective by objective results contained

in the District Summary, i lighting strengths and

weaknesses.

* As areas for improvement are identified, preliminary

plans for correcting deficiencies should be presented,

The board can then identify priority areas and consider

possible reallocations of district resources.

* Plan 2nd adapt your board presentation accordingly.

For the community' at large: .

* Capitalize on public interestpast experience has

shown that the public reporting of MEAP test results

generates 'a, lot ci interest. Take advantage of this

excellent opportunity to improve public relations.

Act, don't reactrelease MEAP test results promptly

and in the context of your total school program. Report

early, report honestly, report fuhi, and provide infor-

mation about what the district/school is doing to make

achievement even better. This should reduce occasions

when reaction to negative .newspaper reports are .

necessary. Let the public know how you are doing On

the assessment tests and more importantly, what you

are doing in your schools to give students a qu

education.

* Prepare a brief, clear release which can be used by the

news media. Photographs of students actively engaged

in learning excellent ways to shoir the positive

aspects of schools,

* Initiate an ongoing dialogue with the media to keep

them informed of what is going on in the district during

the course of the entire year:

* Respond to all inquiries in ,a positive, honest manner,

Even if the results are less tyn "glowing ", acknowledge

needs openly and indicate the plans for improvement or

steps that are already underway to correct.deficiencies.

Be sure to mention areas which have shown improve-

ment over a period of time



* Use the MEAP presentation as an opportunity to

generate parents' interest in their children's educa-

tional progress. Awareness of the larger school environ-

ment and the context in which testing is done helps to

enlist school Support.

.1i/hat Resources Are Available For The Communication Effort?

Materials have been developed to help report MEAP test

results. They are easy to use and can be adapted for use

with different types of a,udiences.

* Monograph #5describes a proCess for reporting results

to the local school board. Monograph #6 describes pro-

cedures for reporting results to the general public:

through the news media: The processes and procedures

in these monographs are being used successfully by

local school districts in Michigan.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MINI? WHEN INTERPRETING M EAP TESTRESULTS

1. In the Objectives, the word "will" is either used or Implied.

This does not mean the state is mandating that the student

'will do something or must, by Department edict, learn a particu-

lar bit of information. The use of the term "will" simply means that

as a demonstration of objective attainment, a student will be able to

do what is stated in the objective.

2. The performance objectives assessed by the test jtems are

minimal objectives. Therefore, these. objectives do not cover the

entire range of skills that educators would consider important for

many students to know in mathematics and reading at the begin-

ning of fourth; seventh and tenth grade, In addition, local school

districts may have other important objectives which are unique to

the local district.

3. Only selected, objectives from the total set of minimal

performance objectives in mathematics and reading are testedX,

Therefore, educators should not assume that students have

attained all minimal objectives, even if they attained all objectives

tested this year.

4. The minimal performance objectives are a guide to expec-

tations for student performance. Some youngsters may not attain

some of the objectives until later than may be the usual case.

21

Individual student characteristics should.be kept in mind when

interpreting test results to ,parents,

5. The criterion for. attainment was set by the State

Board of Education. ,Local educators may feel that for some

objectives, or some students, the criterion is too highs r toolow:

This should be considered when interpreting results,

.1

6. Low scores on the assessment test should not be regarded as

all indication that a school or classrOoth is inefficient or uninspiring

to students. Low scores are an indication that there are eduCational

needs present However, low scores donot my what, caused these

needs.

7. Test results and performance objectives should be related

to the instructional materials' and curriculum being used in the

schOol the student is attending. Parents should be made aware of

the context in which the testing has been done. AWareness of the

larger school environment should help understanding of student

performance by the parent

8. Explain to parents the role they can play in their child's

education. The minimal performance objectives and MEAP

test, 'results are being explained to them for thaenefit of their

child's\ education,

22



SCHOOL LEVEL USE Cs

Much is known about the use of test results too imme student

achievement. Appendix D, for example, lis,s several major

principles that research has shown are related to improved school

achidement. Because achievement occurs at he classroom and

school building levels, though, the building principal and all class-

. room teachers determine the extent to which test results are used to

help students. Models for using and reporting MEAP and other test

results haVd been developed. These methods were developed in

Schools and are based on realistic resource constraints, Schools

have used these models in the past and each is described in this

section. Attending to specific curriculum and instructional needs is

the job of all teacheis, not just the fourth, seventh and tenth grade

teachers.

Why Use. MEAP?

MEAP test results provide valuable, information on the

status of basic skills education in schools.

MEAP is a reliable vehicle for improving the educational

quality of each Michigan public school and benefits all

students, both individually and collectively.

MEAP helps detect trends and patterns in the performance

of students.

0

Who Should Be Involved?

The School Principal should provide the leadership and

direction in this team effort.

School personnel 'should use MEAP test results to help

address the following areas of concern:'

* Identify the skill needs of students tested.

* Review the curriculum and instructional programs.

* Establish instructional priorities for the school year,

* Involve parents in the educationalpr&ess.

Parents can use the MgA/' results to determine the child's

progress in acquiring basic math and reading skills.

How Should The Principal Provide Leadership And

Direction?

The p ncipal's major responsibilities are to:

( Hand out test results to staff promptly.

Organize and direct -the MEAP School Utilization

' Team.

MEAP helps match skill needs with curriculum and in

stilictional programs.

MEAP helps teachers focus directly upon the minimum

skill needs of students.

MEAP helps teachers plan group and individual instruc-

tion.

/ I

Show enthusiasm and concern for the improvement

of student achievement, ,

* Give assistance and support to the staff in their efforts

td enhance the school curriculum and instructional

programs.

* Report school test results and a proposed plan of

action to parents.



How Should The School Team Use MEAP Results? What Resources Are Available For The Staff Effort?

p

The school team's major responsibilities are to:,

* Explore stl expectatiOns of the students.

* Examine test results to identify problems and needs.

* Conduct a curricullun and instructional program re-

view to determine current strategies used to teach the ,

skills that are tested

* Make decisions, set goals and devise a plan of action to

address needs (based upon Wings).

The MEAP School Utilization Team should include at least

one representative from each grade level and/or curricu-

lum area, as well as each area of support Services.

* In small schools, full staff participation is feasible.

* In large schools, grade-level teams (K-3, 4-6, 7-9) may

be a better alternative.

The emphasis of the team should be on people pulling to-

gether in an a7d upon direction to detetmine needs.

A, positive approach is needed to assure that changes

agreed upon are implemented with care and concern for

improvement.,

Instructional changes can be made most easily when the

school staff is involved- in the change.

Two-way commumeation is important and everyone should

be aware of what everyone else is doing, in terms ofwhat,

where and when skills are taught, what needs each per-

ceives, and finally, how each can help the other.

Materials have been developed to help school staffs use

MEAP test results. Theyare easy to use and can be adapted

for use in different types of schools.

* Monograph #3 tells how to use MEAP test results for

curriculum and program review. Persons who should

be involved in the team-oriented review .process are

identified. Then the' major steps in the review process

are given. For each step, the resources which are avail-

able for use are described and the procedures for iniple-

menthig the step, are explained: (1). determine staff

expectations, (2) examine student performance, (''.) set

criteria at the school level, (4) examine the current

kt delivery system, (5) make decisions Old set goals, and

(6) develop a l an of action. Examples' of many of the

resources are included in the appendicei of this mono-,,

graph.

* Monograph #4 provides, ideas about ways to report

'MEAP test results to parents. 'A ,discussion of why.

MEAP test results should be shared With parents is

provided. Persons who should be inv6lved ia the prep-

aration for reporting and in, the 'actual reporting are

identified. There are two levels for sharing test restfits

with parents. First, is the personal level; sharing the

test's results of individual students with their parent(s).

Second, is the schdol level, sharifig the'thst,s' results of

the school, as a whole, with all the parents of the school

population and the community at large. Four models

for parent reporting are described:

Model A, Individual Parent/Teacher Confer

ences, is recommended. It personalizes the results,

for two-way communication, and gets' parents

involved.



Model B, to mail or send the Pamphlet for Parents

home with the student is the least desirable method

of reporting, However, 'som'ething is better than

nothing when communicating with Parents,

Model C, Group PTA Meetings, has the advantage

of putting MEAP into the larger context of the total

school program.

Model D, to provide school level MEAP test results

to the school community at large, is an important

ompbribt of a total reporting program. One method

of gaining community, support for schools is to keep

the community informed about important things

that are happening in the schools. Because of the

general interest in test performance, reporting

MEAP results within a total school context provides

an excellent opportunity to report, not only the'tek

results', but also the activities which will be done

based on conclusions drawn from the test results.

STEPS THE SCHOOL TEAM MAY WANT TO

CONSIDER WHEN USING MEAP TEST RESULTS

, 1. Using the School Summary Report, examine objective

attainment levels;

2. ,Using the Feeder SchOol,Report; examine the .objeel

tive attainment levelrof students who are no longer in

the building.

Establish an acceptable. criterion level of attainment

for the: chool.

4 List in priority order all objectiies (from both tlteSehool

Summary Report and the Feeder School Report) fall-

ing belt)* the liteeptabli criterion level set in #8.

5. Determine wherethe MEAP objecCives ari,eurren
,

being taught in the instructional in the builds

ing and what are tied..

6. Identify the preseht nee

7. Make detisions, Set gaida..an.d outline, a iian_of aetioh..

Share the plan with the full staff.

8. Initiate a plan of action.

9. Set up Lan evaluation mechanism.



INDIVIDUAL STUDENT USE

How can MEAP Test Results Be Used To H{p Individual

Students Tested?

The responsibility of using MEAP test results to focus

attention on the specific minimal skill needs of individual

students falls on different staff members, in different

school situations (grade level teachers, content area

_ teachers, counselors, etc.):

In elementary schools this responsibility is most fre-

quently that of the fourth grade teachers.

In secondary schools this responsibility is often not

assumed by, nor assigned to, anyone. If, however,

individual students are to receive needed help, the

responsibility must be,assigned and carried out.

Before using MEAP test results to help an individual

student, the following questions should be answered:

* What are the MEAP objectives?. (reading and mathe-

matics, grades four, sevennd ten.)

* Are the objectives tested part Of the curriculum in

earlier or later grades?

* Where are the objectives introduced, taught, re-

viewed?

* Which objectives are most important, at this point

in time, for this student?

* What is the best approach to instruction?

When using the individual and claisroom data, the results

must be examined and needs identified (using the Class-

room Listing Report and the Individual Student Report),

criterion levels determined, curriculum reviewed, and

goals set,. etc.

29

, What Resources Are Available For Helping Individual

Students Tested?

10

Monograph #2 tells how MEAP test results can be used to

identify and address individual student weaknesses on the

skills tested. The major steps in the process are provided,

along with identification of resources to assist in imple-,

molting each step. Six steps are identified: (1) become

familiar with the MEAP tests, (2) review a student's per-

formance and identify needs, (3) set goals and prepare draft

plans for remedying student weaknesses, .(4) share the

results and the draft plan with the 'students, (5) implement

the plans, and (6) evaluate the effectiveness of the plans.

The flyer entitled "Understanding and Using the Indi-

vidual Student Rep9t" explains why the test was given,

what the report means, and how.the results can be used to

identify skill weaknesses. It can be used' y teachers in

conferences with students and parents. It zan also be used

by students examining theit Individual Student Report

independently, The flyer can removed. from the

handbook and duplicated (see Appendix E).

The instructional support materials can be. used as .a tool

to inservice local personnel or as a resource by individual

teachers.

* MATHEMATICS: Five areas of instruction (Frac-

tions, Decimals, Ratio and Proportions, Percent and

Whole Number Computation) have been addressed

in two sets of mathematics matdials. These materials

were prepared to assist teachers whose students are

having difficulties in one or more of these areas.

30



* READING: For grades 4 end 7 the supportinaterials

contain information about areas of reading which

caused problems for students on the MEAP tests. A

supplement to these materials provides instructional

ideas for the current reading objectives.

The secondary level support materials identify a

process for disseminating MEAP reading results to

various departments in a high school. These materials

include examples of reading'objectives and instruc-

tional procedures and strategies within content areas.

* Other: Materials have also been developed in other

subject areas and specifically for secondary schools

Ape Appendix G).

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND' WHEN HELPI

INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS

1. Students want to know their test results' as soon as

possible.

2, Students appreciate explanations and interpretations

of their results and usually respond positively to concern

ani encouragement.

3. Individual student characteristics should be kept in

mind when interpreting test results,

4. Individual student needs may vary from school

priorities,

5. The amount of instruction time is.limited (reinediation

versus teachingtew skills).

6. Individual Students, with theiameneediCanbegrOUped:

for institetion..

7. Some types of remediation on be integrated into on

going activities.

8. A plan of action to address, needs must be developed and

communicated to students and parents,

9. Test results and performance objectives should.be re

lated to the instructional materials and currioulum

being used in the school.



SECTION III

DO YOU USE MEAP TEST RESULTS APPROPRIATELY? .

(9 HE FOLLOWING SECTION IS THE OFMAL POSITION STATEMENT ADOPTED BY THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION IN t 977)

tant, but limited, number of skill objectives in reading and

mathematics. Educators can, ,13; MEAP test results to help them

decide what to include in their curricula and what instructional

materials might be useful to meet student needs. Teachers and

administrators determine curricula and instructional materials;

MEAP objectives do not!

Can tliAtate use MEAP test results to examine awl

cula developments?

Yes, The Michigan Department of Education Ines the MEAP

test results when Meeting with statewide curriculum groups to

discuss Michigan education. The MEAP test results are part of the

information considered whedcurricula decisions are being made by

curriculum specialists; b'oth at the state and local levels.

The PURPOSE OF THE MICHIGAN EDUCATIONAL ASSESS-

MENT PROGRAM NEAR is to provide information on the

status and progress' of Michigan basic skills education to the

State Board of Education, the Executive Office, the Legisla-

ture, local educators, teachers, students, and parents.

Introduction

A

Tests have been a major instructional tool of teachers for

years. Educators use norm-referenced tests, objective-referenced

tests, teacher observatiOns and assignments as ways/of gathering

information about student performance. All of this information can

be used to help make educational decisions in a more systematic

way. Tests provide for standard measurement of all pupils,and help

( control personal bias and arbitrary judgments by educational deci-

sionmakeri. Though judgment still must be used, the more objec-

tive information educators have on which to base their judgments,

the better their decisions are likely to be.

The state, through the MEAP, supplies educatOrs with addi-

tional information which can be used atall levels in the decision-

making process. MEAP test results as well as results from any test

may be misused. This booklet is iiltended to provide information

,which will help people use test results appropriately, While it is

specifically focused on MEAP, most points are true of any test.

Are the objectives, tested by MEAP supposed to be

used to d terinine curricula and instructional materials?

Th AP objectives are not to be used as the sole determiners'

of curricula and instructional materials. MEAP assesses an impor-

12

Do the objectives indicate all the skills Id knowledge

that are important for students to acquire?

No. The objectives on which MEAP is based are minimal

performance objectives in reading and math. Students should ac-

quire Skills and knowledge in, many other-areas during the course of

their education.

Can MEAP test results be used to determil.e high needs

in reading and/or mathematics?

Ym Using MEAP test results to identify high needs schools in

reading and/or mathematics is one of the major uses, the state

makes of MEAP test results. The determination of inequities in

school basic skills attainment levels enables the state to initiate con

tacts with local school districts and offer to help them.inaMressing

the achievement problems there. In this vay the State Board of

Education carrieS out its constitutional responsibilities for general



supervision of education, and local)istricts continue to operate

instructional programs,

Should the MEAP test results be used to evaluate

teachers?

No, The skills and knowledge tested by MEAP are acquired by

students over time, Student peiformance on MEAP tests is not the

responsibility of only one teacher at one point in time. For, example,

the assessment tests administered in September to fourth graders

assess what they have acquired in grades kindergarten through

three from many teachers. MEAP tests were not designed to be used

as a tool 'for individual teacher evaluation! It was resolved by.the

State Board of Education on March 1, 1977, that ,"the (MEAP) data

are not to be used for the formal evaluation of individual school

district personnel."

° Should the MEAP test results be used to evaluate edu-

cationat programs?

Using MEAPlest results to evaluate programs is appropriate

if the objectives'tested (i.e., reading and mathematics) are relevant

to the 'program. MEAP test results reflect student needs in the

areas of reading and mathematics and can be used to Spot ,weak-

nesses in reading and mathematics programs, or in other areas

where students are tested,

Are the MEAP test results adequate to use as a sole

indicator of what students know?

No. MEAP tests only indicate what students know about the

selected objectives tested in reading and mathematics. To deter-

Mine the status of student knowledge in other areas, other assess-

ments must be made. Educators should use MEAP test resultS in

conjunction with other information about students (i.e., teacher

observations, itc.) before decisions are made.

3 13

Should educators use MEAP test results to 'analyze

student progress in the basic skills tested in 'reading and

mathematics?

Yes, Educators can use the MEAP test results to help identify

student strengths and weaknesses in the basic skills areas tested.

Identification of general student basic skills needs will enable the

,teacher to devise instructional programs best suited to meet indi-

vidual students', needs.

Should students be grouped on the basis of MEAP.tests

alone?

In general, no. When making the decision on how to group

students, educators 'should use a variety of information to plan

instruction. MEAP test results might be part, but not all of the

information a teacher needs to plan group or individual instruction.

MEAP results should not be used to track or otherwise segregate

students!

Should MEAP test results be used to compare or rank

schools or districts?

MEAP tests resultsF be used to identify schools *districts

with needs in reading and mathematics. When making compari;

sons of schools within a district or districts within the stath for the

purpose, of identifying needs, judgments should ,not be made re-:

garding the overall quality of education students receive. To

evaluate educational programs in a total sense, there are numerous

other factors which must also be considered.

Schools or, districts in general should not be ranked on the

basis of MEAP test results. Such ranking may result in persons

drawing conclusions that are inappropriate to the data on which the

rankings are based. School districts and the people they serve are

quite diverse; so if MEAP results are not, carefully interpreted,



uninformed persons may draw erroneous conclusins from rankings

based on ME AP results alone,

.e Should MEAP scores from the different subject areas

be compared?

The temptation exists to compare the performance of students

on, the reading and mathematics portions of the assessment tests,

However, for several reasons the reading and mathematics results,

are not directly comparable, Consideration ,must be given tc the

difficulty level of the two tests, the nature of the objectives on which

the tests are based, and the nature of the two subject areas them-

selves. The purpose of 'the assessment tests is to determine student

needs in reading or mathematics. The tests 1, ere not designed to

evaluate reading attainment levels relative to mathematics attain..

merit levels or vice versa,

Do MEAP tests provide the same kinds of information

as norm -referenced tests?

. .

MEAP tests do not provide the same kinds'of, information as

norm-referenced tests, Norm-referenced test information is usually

used to determine how a student is doing relative to the perfor-

mance of other students on the same test MEAP tests provide

information on whether or not a student has attained a specific skill

t)r performance objective.

MEAP tests are not a replacement for, norm q.eferenced tests;

both kinds of information are useful to education I decisioninakers,

Because MEANests are referenced to a selected number of mite

imal. performance objectives in reading and -math, educators also,

need information on other areas of student performance to make

good decisions.

Should MEAP test results be used by the state to help

in the allocation of state funds?

Yes, it is considered appropriate for the state to use MEAP,test

results as part of the process for allocating state funds. The MEAP

tests yield the only uniform achievement data available for the

state as a whole. This data can be used as an indicator of need to

determine eligibility and prioriv for state compensatory education

funds. The state uses the MEAP test. results to help determine the

highest ;incidences of pupils with reading and mathematics skills

deficiencies and the eligibility of schools for funds to provide assis-

tance in these two curricular areas.

Can any one individual, i.e., teacher, principal, super.

intendent, or school board member, assume sole credit for

student performance on MEAP tests?

No. Just as no one individual should be held solely responsible

for studentperformance on MEAP tests, soshould no one individual

t credit for student performance. Student perfor.,

mile is the IL suit of years in the educational system. Parents and

educators all contribute to the educational process which is assessed

by the MFAP tests,

Can 'educators use MEAP test results in curriculum

planning?

Yes AP test results provide teachers andlor princinals with

additional information to be used in curriculum planning. School

an l klassroom lbjectives can be related to the MEAP objectives

tested. Once an objective "match" is made tle MEAP test results'

can be used as on& indicator of how well the present curriculum is

doing in helping students tc attain these objectives, Student weak-

ness )rticular atme might necessitate 'some curriculum revi;

sion.

Can MEAP or any testing progisin benefit students if

the results are not used for instructional and program plan.

ring?



No. If educators do not use test results, then a testing program

will be of be ifit to 'no one. Care must be taken to use test results in

appropriate 'Ivays, but non-use of test results is not approPriate.

Because the test results can be used in ways beneficial to individual'

students, efforts must' be made to make appropriate uses of test

results,

Can newspaper reporters or real estate agents, for

example, use MEAP test results alone to provide a complete

and accurate picture of a school or district?

No. Because both of these groups of people have influence on

the decisions citizens make, they must be particularly careful to

accurately interpret the information given them. One set of scores

cannot adequately describe a school or school system, especially

when the test scores only reflect student performance on a test of

basic skills. Test data must not be presented in an overly simplistic

way.,

Reporters and realtors should make sure that they present a

balanced account of the many factors which contribute to a suc-

cessful school. Rather than' epict a building or district just through

test scores, both newspaper, reporters and realtors should seek to

help their audiences understand the complexity of the local school

systems. Sinco4diizens feel different aspects of local schools are

important, one set of data cannot possibly answer all of their

concerns. Citizens need to consider such things asAhe commitment

of the school staff, the breadth of the course offerings; the attitudes

of the students to school and learning, and the commitment.of other

parents and taxpayers to education, and so forth. Realtors and

reporters need to.present these types of information also in order to

help citizens reach a more complete understanding of-their school

Should MEAP test results be shared with students;

parents and citizens?

Yes. MEAP test results form a partial base for reporting to

students, parents and citizens on the "health" of minimal basic

skills education in the schools. However, in making such reports

care must be taken to present the information clearly and accu-

rately in a way that is easily understood by the audience being

addressed. The test data should not be used to make Over-simplifled

statements or sweeping generalizations about education on a
school, district or sta.t9 level!

What should be done when 7,N;EAP data is misused?

The staff of MEAP is most anxious to correct misuses of MEAP

data. In order to assist staff in their efforts, please notify the

Supervisor of MEAP regarding any such problems of which yOu are

aware. Staff will investigate, make recommendations to appro.

priath district staff, and inform the person who raised the complaint

as to what action was taken.
rr -

MEAP staff is also interested in hearing about positive and

innovative uses of MEAP data. Such uses can then be shared with

other lob' district personnel,

Call (517) 373.8393 or write MEAP, P. O. Box 30008,

Lansing, Michigan 48909.



APPENDIX A

THE EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT REPORT FORMS

Local educators will receive various reports 'from the

Michigan Educational 'Assessment Prograin. These reports are

returned to superintendents, to principals in School folders, and

to teachers in Classroom folders, The following reports (exceptions

noted) are provided for grades four, seven, and ten:

Individual StUdent,Reporl

Classroom Listing Report

School Summary Report (includes Proportions 'data).

District Summary-Report (includes Proportions data)

Test Item Analysis Classroom, School, District

Parent Pamphlet

Feeder School. Report (optional) grade seven and grade ten

Research Co-de Report (optional)

Reading'the 4eports

The following illustrations of the report forms are designed

to help' individuals interpret the assessment data. The major

sections of the illuStrated forms are coded with capital letters

which match specific explanations in the narrative, However,

reading, the report forms is only the first step in using the assess

ment data. A detailed discussion of how to use the assessment

results can be found in the body of this Handbook.

at Individual Studeqeport. The Individual Student Report

presents a student's performance on each test item for all the

mathematics and reading objectives tested and indicates attain-.
ment or non-attainment of each objective. A student must

correctly answer at least 2 of 3 test questions to attain an objective.

,Two copies of this report are provided for each student who

participated in the assessment, 'These reports are available from

the buildilg.principal. Figure 1 illustrates a Grade 4 Individual

Stident Report form.

,Section A, at the top of the report; contains identification

information aame of report, grade, student dine and number

(optional), teacher name and class section nurriber, district name,
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school name, student age, school year, and research and feeder

school' codes (if used).

,Section B gives the objective code which matches the objec-

tives to the Michigan 'Department of Education set of Minimal'

Performance ObjectiVes for Mathematics.

Section C gives the brief description of the mathematics objec-

tives grouped by the mathematics skill area to which they belong,

Section D indicates the test item numbers that measure each

mathematics, objective and whether the student's response was

correct or incorrect fof each item, A correct response is indicated

by a plus (+) sign. An incorrect response is shown by a letter (A-D)

which indicates the student's incorrect answer choice, The letter,

"M" means that the student has marked more than one answer

choice. An asterisk (*) is used to indicate that the student did not

respond to an item, and a blank space indicates the student did

not reach that item in the test.

Section. E shoWs the number of items answer d correctly for

each mathematic's objective..

Section F gives objective attainment. "Y" indicates attain-

ment, "N" indicates non-attainment, and "0" indicates that' the

student did not progress far enough the mathematicstist.

for objective Attainment to be reported. Students have to answer

at least two of three items correctly to attain an objective..

Section G shows the total number of objectives tested and the

total number of objectives attained, along with the student's Cate-

gory of Achievenient (1, 2, 3, or 4). This is based on the number of

objectives attained and is further explained in the discussion of

the. Proportij s Report.
,

The in ormation described in Sections A-G is then repeated

for the reading objectives tested. The Related Activities/Reading

items do not measure specific objectives. Although the student's'

response to each of these items is given, the "No, Corr." and

"Nj. Att," columns will be blank.



FIGURE 1

INDIVIDUAL STUDENT REPORT

ORRDE:

.Student WRIGHT EDNARD L4A Student No;
Teacher: ROSSE BETSY Section:

BDistrict: MICHVILLE (: Age: 0-06
School: MID -CITY ELEMEKTARY School Year 196X -8X

Skill AreasandObjeckd
Obi

Code

IUMERAM
10.5 DER SETS: .FEWER . . 133 +

10-7 I ORDER SETS: FEWEST 169 *

16.2 PLACE VALUE: HUNDRED.CHART 97 +

16-4 EXPAND 2-DIGIT NUMERAL , r 151 +

16.7 EXPAND 3-DIGIT NUMERAL N/HORDS 121 0

16.8 EXPAND 3-DIGIT NUMERAL
. 163 +

16-9 ABC > CBA OR ABC < CBA 112 D

16-10 ORDER SET OF NUMERALS 109 0

17-1 NEXT NUMBER IN SEQUENCE 124 A

SPECIAL CODES

RESEARCH:y

No Obi

orr mr,

Item Numbers

and Responses

NHOLE NUMBERS
23.1 AB + CI NO REGROUPING

23-3 AB CD, NO REGROUPING

24-1 AB + C, NITH REGROUPING

24-2 AB CD) KITH REGROUPING

29-a SUBTRACTION: NUMBER SENTENCE

30-1' AB - C, NO REGROUPING

30.2 AB - CD, NO REGROUPING

31-1 AB - C, WITH REGROUPING

35-3 A+ A'+ A... sAxEt
35.6 A*B=A0A+ A...
36-1 A x 1 = 7

36-3 A x B; < 6

79-4/6

79-13

134 135 *

170 * 171 *

98+ 99+
152 153 +

122 + 123

164 B 165

113 0 114 D

110 * 111 D

125 0 126 D

2

0

3

3

3

2

0

YE

N F

N I

154

1150
118 A

160 +

100 0

166 +

148 M

145 +

130

157 +

139 M

142 +

155 4

116 D

119 +

161

101 0

167 0

149 0

146 +

131 0

158 0

140 0

143 A

156 +

117 A

120

162

102

16B +

150

147 +

132

159 0

141

144

3

0

2

3

3

2

3

3

3

2

L

Y 0

Y P

FRACTIONS

IDENTIFY CONGRUENT PARTS 136 1 137 1 138 + 3 I Y

SHADED REGIONS: 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 106 + 107 + 108'0 3Y

METRIC MEASUREMENT
107-8 LENGTH: NEAREST CM 91 01 92 +1 93 0,1 31 Y

143-2' TEmPERATURE 103 + 104 01 105 + 3IY

?ONNETRIC HEADROOM
147-6 TINE: NEAREST HOUR 94 +I 95 1 96 +I 31 Y

GEOMETRY
156-1 SHAPES 127 + 128 MI 129 I

163-1, PROPERTIES OF FIGURES 172 +1 173 01 174
1

CORRELATED OBJECTIVES
17 -3 NUMERATION: DOD OR EVEN 175 176 177 M

28-3 THOLE NUMBERS: SUBTRACTION .190 191 192.

29-4 WHOLE NUMBERS: A - Di A,B ( 19 '1814+ 182 183

31-2 MOLE NUMHERS: A8 - CD 178 179 180.0

35-4 MOLE NUMBERS: 2 x A = ? 187 188 189 +

36-2 MOLE NUMBERS: A x 0 = 7 .. 193 194 195

156-3 GEOMETRY: SHAPES . 184 185 186 +

21Y
3Y

2

3

3

3

3

D

Y

Y

Y

.0
Y

\ Summary of Student Performance

CORRE

Total Objectives:

C01

28

1

7

LATED

ObjectIvel Attained: 23 . 5
Category at Achievement 4

7

IIs

irlIVIDLJAL. TUDENT REPORT

GRADE: li E:FlpiNti

Student: NRIGHT EDWARD L tudentNo:

Teacher. ROSSE BETSY Section: SPECIAL CODES
District: MICHVILLE Age: 09-06

School: MID-CITY ELEMENTARY Sc of Year. 2913X-OX RESEARCH: 01

Skill Areas and Objectives
Obi

Code

IA PREFIXES

IB SUFFIXES

IC NJLTIPLE MEANINGS

ID SYNONYMS

IE ANTONYMS

IF CONTEXT

IIIA

IIIB

IIIC

IIID

IIIE

IIIF

IIIG

11TH

Item Numbers No. ON

and Responses Cot An?

1 A

20 M

52

4A
37 4

,.66

LITERAL COMPRESS=
MAIN IDEA 7

MAIN IDEA DETAILS 14

SEQUENCE 18

CAUSE/EFFECT 10

LIKENESS/DIFFERBEE 9

MAIN IDEA
DIFERRIAL CCDIPREHOSIOI

CAUSE/EFFECT

PROBABLE OUTCOME

MAIN IDEA DETAILS

SEQUENCE

LIKENESS/DIFFERENCE

CONCLUSIONS

ANALOGIES

CHARACTERS

IVA

....6%.

13

17

40

a

11

15

12

69

,16

CRITICAL READING SKILLS
AUTHOR'S PURPOSE 61

2+ 3+ 2

21* ,220 1 N

53 54 + 3 y

5 60 2 Y

18 + 39 D 2 Y

67 A 68 A 1' N

2611 48 01 2 Y

42+ 63+ 3 Y

30+ 46 *I' 2 Y

32+ 58+ 3 Y.

4 28 + 50 +I 3 Y

4 41,A 62 2 y
4 29+ 45+ 3 y

73+ 750 3 Y

4 2711 49+ 2 '1

4 33 59 8 2 Y

43C 64+ 2 Y

0 340 630 3 Y

70+ 710 3 Y

+ 44+ 65+ 3 Y

+ I

RELATED STUDY SKILLS
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Recognizing the typical organizational differences between

elementary and seconbry schools, two different formats of the

Individual Student Report are provided. Both copies of the 4th

grade report and, one copy of the 7th and 10th grade reports for

each student use the exact format of FiguThTI.7-On tlirsformat,

both the reading and mathematics results are given for a particular

single student. Reports in this format can be placed in the students'

permanent record file. The reports for all students are provided;

in alphabetical order, for.each school separately,

The second copy of the, 7th and 10th grade reports for each

student uses a diffefent format. In this format the test results' for

two students are given on a single form for, a single subject,

mathematics or reading (student A on the left and, student B on the

right). The reports are grouped by teacher and class sectionfor

each subject. Within each class section,, the student results are

presented alphabetically, two per report. This separation of student

results by subject into alphabetically ordered class section groups

for each teacher should make the test results easier to use with

individual students and their parents.

ClassroomListing Report. The Classroom Listing:Report

summarizes, for an entire classroom, the information contained

on the Individual Student Reports. One report is prepared for

each classroom grouping of students. A copy of this report is re

turned in both the Classroom folder and the School folder.

The ,Classroom Listing Report can be used to spot areas of

apparent weakness that are present in individuals or groups of

students. ObjectWes which have not been attained can be included

as part of the instructional program. Uie of these reports will also

help determine if one or moreof. the teachers in the building need

specialresources to help their students attain objectives.

An example of the Classroom Listing Report for grade 4,

mathematics is shown in Figure 2. A similar report is provided

for reading.

Section A of the report provides necessary identification

information name of report, subject, grade, district, school,

teacher and clas's section.

Section B gives the objective codes. Short descriptions of the

objectives and skill areas appear on the back of the report.

Section.0 is an alphabetical listing of each student in the group.

Section D shows, for each student, whether or not an objective

was attained. An "N" means the student did not attain the ob-,

jective. A blank space indicates attainment. An "0" for "Omit"

indicates that a student did not, progress far enough through, the

test for objective attainment to be determined.

Section E gives the percentage of pupils attaining each

objective. If all students, attained an objective, "A" will appear.-

O

Section F shows the number'& objectives attained by:each

student The, number given here includes only .those objectives

involved in the calculation of the proportions data

Section G shows the total number of positive response to;_

reading objectives attained by each student. On the mathematics

classroom listing report, the number of correlated, objectives,

attained by each student is shown in thiS section. ,

a School and District Summaries. The School Summay

and the District. Summary are used to report the assessment data

for each school and district The School Summary gives an overall'

picture of how students in each school performed on the assess

menrtests. A copy of the School Sumiratiy is returned to each

principal and a copy is, included in the Classroom folder. The

superintendent receives a copy of each School Summary for all the

schools in the district.
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The District Summary report is a summary of the test results

for all students in the distridt. The District Summary is returned

to the superintendent.

With these reports, objectives of att ed by students in the

school(s) or diStrict can be i ntifie can also be noted what

percentage of students are cl se to or far from reaching the school

or district criterion levels. Objectives are grouped according to

common headings called Skill Areas, such as "Literal Compre-

hension" or "Fractions". The skill area attainment is the average

of the attainment of all the objectives included in the area.

The School Summary, and the District Summary look the

same and' are read the same. An illustration of the District

SumMary does not appear here. Figure 3 shows an example of the

Shoot Summary, report. As with the previous illustrations,

Figure 3 is marked with various letters for purposes of explanation.

Section A, at the top of the form gives the school identification

information. (District identification is given on a District

Summary,)

. /
Section B, th objective code, matches the objectives to the

Michigan Depart ent of Education's set of MiniMal Performance

.04ctives for Mathematics.

tion C giveS the .sh t objective descriptions grouped by

th skill area tp which each mathematics objective belongs.

Section 'D indicates the percentage of students attaining each

thematics objective ane, the average percentage of objective

attainment for each skill frea.

Section E ,gives the number of studejts scored on each

math atics objective.

The formation described in Sections B-E is then repeated

for the read ng objectives tested.

Section ,,the Proportions Report, presents the percentage of

pupils in each of four categories of achievement for the schoolor

district. Category 4 (highest) contains the penntage of students

49,

who attained approximately 3/4 or more of the objectives; Cate-,

gory 3 contains the percentage of students who attained toughly

1/2 to 3/4 of the objectiveS; Category 2 contains the percentage of

students who attained about 1/4 to 1/2 of the objectives; ,while

Category 1 (lowest) containsOhe percentage of ,Students who

attained approximately 1/4 or less of the objectives. Figure 4 shows

the range of objectiveS in each categoryof- achievement --The

Proportions Report is described in greater detail (following Section

G) below.

Section G shows the status and change categories for school

summaries. This Section will be blank for district summaries,

since the definitions of status and change apply only to individual

school building results.

Section H shows the tap? number of students included in the

school or district summary. This number includes students with

results on only one test as well as those with results for both tests.

RANGE OF OBJECTIVE ATTAINMENT IN EACH

CATEGORY OF ACHIEVEMENT

Number of Objectives

Reading Math

Grade 4 Grade 7 Grade 10 Grades 4, '7, & 10

.1 4 19; 25 17 - 23 18 - 24 12 - 28 4

Z4I 3 13 - 18 12 - 16 12 - 17 15 - 21

s4 2 7 -12 6 - 11 6 -11 ' 8 - 14

6i il 1 0- 6 0- 5 0- 5 0- 7

FIGURE 4

Proportions Report

The categories of achievement are reported for reading and

mathematics in grades four, seven, and ten. This information (if

availible) is given for the three most recent years and for 1980.81

as the baseline year.

This year, pupils are included in the proportions report

according to the following criterion. A pupil must answerat least
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one question on the mathematics test to be included in the

mathematics proportions report. Likewise, a pupil must answer

at least one question on .the reading test to be included in the

reading proportions 'report. Thus, the number of pupils counted in

the mathematics and reading proportions reports may differ.

At grade 7, the aural mathematics items are excluded when-

applying the above criterion.,

NC TE: The Positive Response to Reading Objectives, the Related

Reading' Activities, and the Mathematics Correlated

Objectives are not included in the information presented

in the Proportions Report,

The Proportions Report may be used to examine the percent-

age of students in each indicated category of achievement in the

school or district. The categories of achievement provide infor-

mation' in a readily accessible form on the level of overall Stude t

performance on the entire set of performance objecfives test d.

This is in. contrast to the other reports provided by the Michigan

Educational Assessment Program, which show student perfor-

mance on an objective-by-objective basis. Because of the minimal

nature of the performance objectives, it is expected that'most be

ginning fourth, seventh, and tenth graders will be in Category 4

of each subj- area.

The particul r objectives which need further work. can be

determined by eferring to the body of the School Summary

reports, It may of value to examine selected characteristics of

the student popula in schools with varying degrees of objective

attainment. Such characteristics may be related to the percent of

students in each c tegory of achievement within schools. The

overview provided b he Proportions Report can be useful when

making decisions rega ing the allocation of resources and the

implementation of remed programs on a building level.

Status Definition

The "Status" of each school can help determine the extent to

which large numbers' of students with educational needsneeds are

present. Recent research on the characteristics of effective schools

has identified some principles which are highly related to student

achievement. Many of the principles can be implemented'by local

school staff and should be used to improve the schooling process.

Appendix D provides information about eight research-based

principles. The overview provided by the Proportions Report can

be useful when making decisions regarding the allocation bf -

resources and the implementation of remedial programs an_a_

building level.

A school's "Status" is given for both reading and math. A

school must meet an established criterion for two out of three years

(the current year and the. two precedingyears) in oi'der to fit into a

given status classification, The following '.criteria' are used to

determine the status for ,Michigan schools:

High Needs Schools

fewer than 50% of the students in Category 4.

Moderate Needs Schools

5074°/ of the students in Category 4.

Low Needs Schools

75% or more ofthe students in Category 4.

Status Undetermined

The school does not fit any one criterion for two

out of the three years.

Insufficient Data

Not enough data available to determine status.
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Change Definition

The "Change" ("Improving/Declining") classification was

'c.eveloped to assist educators in following achievement trends in

Michigan schools. The purpose of identifying "improving".schools

is to recognize the fine efforts local educators are making to im-

prove instruction in the basic skills. Identificatibn of schools in

Which scores are declining assist in determination of potential

problems. The "Improving/Declining" designation is based on

the examination of three years of Michigan assessment results:

the current year and the two preceding years. Each school is

classified in reading and.math separately.

Improving Schools

A school is classified as "Improving", if it meets ALL of the

following criteria:

there -has been an increase of 5% or More in the number

of students in Category 4 (year 1 to 3),

there has been a.5% decrease in the number of students

in Category 1 (year 1 to 3),

in Category 4 attainment was no lower in the middle

.yoar than in the preceding year, and

in Category '1 attainment was no higher in the middle

year than in 'the preceding year.*,

Declining Schools

A school is classified as "Declining ",. if it meets ALL of the

following criteria:

(a) there has been a decrease of 5% or more in the number

. of students in Category 4 (year 1 to 3),

(b) there has been a 5% or more increase in the number of

students in _Category 1 (year 1 to.3),

(c) in Category 4attainment w'as no higher in the middle

year than in the preceding year, and

(d) in Category 1 attainment was no lowef in the middle

year than in the preceding yd'ar.

'If the percentage of students in Category 1. has been below 5% since the first of the three years, an

improving school is identified by the increase of 5% or more in the percentage of students in Category 4.

Stable Schools

A cols with 3 consecutive years of data not classified as

"Improving" or "Declining" are classified as "Stable".

Insufficient Data

Not, enough data available to determine change.

Feeder School Report, Districts may choose to have their

seventh 'or tenth grade assessment results summarized by feeder

school, A feeder school is considered to be any lower grade school

that "feeds" students into the school where students are being

tested. Thits option must be selected and the proper coding per-,

formed before testing occurs. The Feeder School Code gridded by

the student appears on his/her Individual Student Report, All

Feeder School Reports 'are returned to superintendents. They are

,provided at no cost to the district. The Feeder School Reports are

printed on the same form as the District and School Summary

reports..

The Feeder School Reports are intended for use by the ele-

mentary school(s) which fed students into the jtinior high or by

the junior high(s) which fed students into the igh's hool. Because

the Feeder School Report shows hoW all of the 'students in the,

district who attended a particular elementary or junior high

school performed on the assessment tests, the feeder school can use

this itiformationito analyze tlia strengths and weaknesses of its

instructional programs.

Feeder School Reports should not be used for teacher evalua-

tion since the results reflect an accumulation of skills attained by

students over several years with different teachers.

Research Code Reports., Use of the research code option

was designed to produce, summary reports for as many as 20

different groupstof Students,' depending on the district's selection.

of categories. Read and interpret the Research Code Report in the

same manner as the School or District report. The Research Code

gridded by the student appears on his/her Individual Student

Report.



Test Item Analysis, The Test Item Analysis is a display of

the percentage of students selecting each possible answer for each

test question. The Test Item Analysis has been prepared at the

classroom, school, and district levels. There is one report for

reading and one for mathematics.

The Test Item Analysis can be used to identify specific Prob-

lems students have in a given area. Large percentages of students

choosing the same incorrect answer may indicate an area of learn-

ing where special attention is needed. Figure-5 shows an 'example

of the Reading Test Item Analysis at the classroom level, Identifi-

cation information for the classroom, school, or district is printed at

the top of the form, in Section A.

Section B gives the objective code which matches the objec-

tives to the complete set of the Michigan Department of Educa-

5 7

don's minimal performance objectives in either communication

skills or mathematics. The objectives are grouped by skill area.

Section C shows a percentage distribution' of students who

answered 0, 1, 2, or 3 items correctly. For each objectiVe, the

matching test, items are listed in Section D, from left to right

across the page in the shaded columns.

Section E shoWs the percentage of students selecting each

answer choice. An asterisk (*) indicates the correct answer.

Section F gives the percentage of students omitting he

question.

Section G shows the item numbers measuring the Related

Reading ActivitieS. There are no correct response designations

for these items.
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A Pamphlet,for Parents, The explanatory information

provided in the Pamphlet for Parents is for use with students and

parents. A patriphlet ,for each student tested is returned to the

principal. The information in the pathlet will help the parent(s)

and/or student understand the assessment test results.

The pamphlet gives a brief Overtiiew of the develospment of

the Common,Goals of Michigan Education, minimal performance

objectives and the Michigan Educational Assessment Program.

It presents sample mathematics and reading objectives and test

questions from each grade level and then answers questions about

the Michigan Educational Assessment Program. But, more im-

portantly, the 'pamphlet provides the individual student .results,

by skill area, for mathematics and reading. Fiore 6 illustrates

this section of the pamphlet.

Section A gives the name of the school, thestudent and his/her

grade.

Seetion13 lists each skill area tested for mathematics, Only

the skill areas appropriate to the student's grade level will lie

printed. (In mathematics there are nine skill areas for grade 10,

eight for grade 7, or six fdr grade 4.)

Section C, opposiie each skill area designation, gives the

number of skills tested and the number passed by the student.

Section D gives the total number of mathematics skills tested

and the total number passed by the student.

, Section E-presents the "Percent-of Mathematics Skills Passed".

This is; (Total # of Skills Passed/# Tested) x 100.,

Sections B-E are repeated for reading. Iiiwmr, the reading

skill i'''eas,tested are the same at all three grade levels.
A

Arabic and Spanish translationS of the Pamphlet for Parents

are available by request from: ME AP, Box 30008, Lansing, MI

909.

Although the Pamphlet for Parents can be sent home by

mail, a meeting with the teacher or a counselor to discuss the results

is still strongly recommended,



OBJECTIVES

Educational specialists throughout thestatedeveloped

and refined the minimum objectives, with the

cooperation of parents and local board members, At

the end of this process, the Sate Board of Education

recei.ed and approved. minimum objectives in Art,

Communication Skills, Foreign language, Health,

Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, Pre-

Primary, Science, and Social Studies. Theseobjectives

have been sent to all Michigan school districts so

that they may be a resource for local program

development,

MINIMUM

Of course, the performance objectives do not repre-

sent a complete curriculum. They represent some

minimum basic skills which children need to learn as

they prOgress from kindergarten through 9th grade.

(oat school people must also design their own

objective ',amd qn the needs and abilities of the local

children.

WHAT IS IN THE TEST?

The reading and mathematics tests measure mini-

mum skills which a student should have learned by

the time the tests arc given, Each skill is tested with a

set of 3 questions. if the student misses no more than

one question in the set,lhe skill has been attained,

WHY DOES MY CHILD NEED TO

TAKE THE TEST? ,

The lest helps you, the teachers, and your child See

the minimum mathematics and reading skills which

havebr have not been learned, Children in Michigan

are tested in the 4th, 7th, and 10th grades. The tests act

as a yearly educational health check-up on Michigan'

education in reading and mathematics. ,

HOW CAN I TELL IF MY CHILD DID

WELL ON THE TEST?

If a child has passed more than 75% of the skills, the

child has done "acceptably well,"

WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP MY CHILD

WITH SKILLS HE/SHE DID NOT PASS?

You should discuss your child's test results with the

classroom teacher or counselor, An individual pro-I

gram should then be developed to help your child

FIGURE 611...,......=.
YOUR CHILD'S TEST RESULTS

1911XX

School: wo.c/Ty

Name:mg! N cts Grade: 10

MATHEMATICS
Number of Skills

Skill .Areit-Tested _Tested :__
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S

esaistry 1

Probibility I Stinting. 2
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READING

Skill Ar,ea Tested

1
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Numb& of Skills
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Ygodulary Reentry ti

Literal CdprOsruion S

Inferential Ca prihensian
Critical Nudity *ills
Wad St* Skills 3
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X SIMI* SKILLS PASSIM 1t2

a
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AMINNIZI

I
learn the skills whIlh were not attained. Below is a

list of some practical things you can do to help your

child learn the basic skills in math and reading.

Show involvement and interest in the experiences

}tut child has in school; such interest helps to

show the importance of school.

4

Express interest in your child's assignments.

Designate a place snd plan a time for study at

home,
,

Encourage your child 'to attend school regularly,

Encourage your child to do his/her best in school.

. Ask the teacher if there are activities you could

do at home to strengthen skill development.

SAMPLE OBJECTrVES AND

TEST ITEMS

Dv mathematics gill ars of Rig Nola ga.
taint ma objEliera that go to it OM; ago
at gratis 7, sad gm glad' tiliald$11100wo
a %al. Noakes moth saidegaggleali
nth agile*. athorrater4otheigligiglythe
tat rttlbs ohjothivo

Grade 4 Whole Numbers Objective: Given addition

problems involving a two-digit number plus a two-

digit number requiring no regrouping (carrying), the

learner will find the sums.

Teat Item; Add: 54 + 34 =

Answer Choices: A 28 B 30 C 88 D 98

Grade 7 Whole Numbers Objective; Given a three.

digit number (without zeros), the learner will subtract

a threedigit number with regrouping (borrowing).

Test Item: Subtract: 843

271

Answer Choices; A 662 B 1,114 C 572 D632

Grade 10 Whole Numbers Abjective: Given a

division exercise with a two--; three,. orfour-digit----

14.ividend and a two-digit divisor, with Gr without

remainder. learner will determi'n the quotient.

Test Item: Fin; the Answer: P4 ITT
Answer Choices:

A 18 R23 B 19 R5 C 21 R9 D 181 R5

alto following midig abioctive la is gill thia oc

Vocabulary Ihothit tti gelid Agatha 4 7, mai It

Note that the two* Immo Iscorthily Molt
la Mimed la tin tat has gibs WO" stria

Reading Objective (Grades 4, 7, and 10): The

student will be able to determine the meaning of a

'word in a sentence whose meaning has been affected

by (common) prefixes.'

Grade 4 Test Item:

Sometimes we misread words. The best meaning

for the prefix mis is

A well. B just. C never. D wrongly.

Grade 7 Test Item:

The predawn fire blazed out of control. The

prefix pre. means

A now. Batter. C during, D before.

Grade 10 Test Item:

International laws affect all nations. The prefix

inter- means

A within. B behind. C beside. D between.



Objective

Code

IA Determine the meaning of e. MO in a

sentence whose meaning has been affecttld by

prIfixes.

Sometimes we misread words.

The hest r: laving for the prefix mis is

A well.

B just.

C never.

D wrongly,

111 Determine the meaning of a wor'd in a
sentence whose meaning has been- affected by

suffixes.

The hardest Job was cleaning

the gaiage

Hard plus est means

A' least hard.

li ixirtly hard.

C most hard.

D not hard,

w

IC Determ IN the gleaning of a word that has

multiple meanings, depending on its use in a

sentence.

Tom wants to be In the school play.

hiy sentence, play means

A to make mAic.
o

B to make-believe.

C to take part in a game!,

D a story that is acted out,

APPENDIX

MEAP TEST CONTENT*

OBJECTIVES AND EXAMPLE ITEMS FOR FOURTH GRADE READING

ID Identify a word that has a similar meaning to

another word (identifying synonyms),

The famous movie star wu an telerlelon WI

nlpht

In this sentence, famous means

A smart

B pretty.

C friendly.

R., wellknown.

IE Identify a word that has an opposite meaning

to another word (identifying antonynis).

Playing with matches Is a foolish thing to do.

The opposite of foolish is

A hot.

B stupid,

C wise.

D simple.

-.*
IF Determine the meaning of a word on the basis

et the context of a sentence,

The bt;y whint the money to see how much he

had.

In this sentence, whint means

A hid.

B found.

C tossed.

D counted.

1:1

11B Identify the stated main idea within a' I IIF Identify stated cause and effect relationships

selection. 'Within a selection.

hii

A Icebergs are 500 feet high.

B Icebergs are Floating Giants.

C Icebergs are seventy to eighty miles long.

D Iceberg' are not the same size.

Because of the lightning bolt, the plane

A burst into flames.

B lost its left wing,

C plunged into the water.

D crashed before reaching water.

IIC Identify details that support the main idea of I HG Identify stated' likenesses and differences

a section, within a selection,'

The story says that Jahn

A plays tennis.

B enjoys hiking.

C likes to paint.

D writes stories,

IIF Identify the sequence within a Selection.

To build the tree house, the first thing the children

did was to

A climb the tree. ,

B bring wood over to the tree.

C carry wood up into the tree.

D draw a picture of a tree house,

Icebergs are like giants because they

A are huge.

c,
B are cruel.

C move slowly,

D appear in fairy tales.

111A Inter the main idea oti selection,

What is the main idea of this story?

A There are heavy rain storms in Africa.

B Being a good neighlior is important

C Men and boys in Nigeria often play together.

D African houses are made of straw.

The objectives are provided in this handbook for the convenience of the user: they do not appear in the kturd student Assessment booklets The items shown are not actual items from the Assesment Testa. In

stead, they are representative of the type of item used to measure a given objective. Reference must be made to a Student Assessment Booklet for the test questions themselves. Where reading items are

referenced to a passage, table of contents, etc., only the items are given here. Example items are not c,ven for the Positive Response to Reading Objectives. In the interest of economy, the test items displayed

in this handbook have been photographically reduced to 65% of theactual size of the items appearing in the Student Assessment Booklets.

28



11111 Infer the cause and effect relationships

within a selection,

YOu. should wear warm clothes when you play

hockey because,,

A the ice is slippery,

B flying pucks can be dangerous,

C a fall on the ice can happen fast,

D most 'hockey games are played in cold

weather.

111C Predict the probable outcome of a selection,

What will probably happen?

A Marcie will keep skating,

B. Marcie will need.new ice skates,

C Marcie will become a good skater.

IJ Marcie will fall through the ice.

111D Infer details that support the main idea of a

selectiOn.

In this story, some icebergs are said to be as large

as

A ships,

B waves,

C houses.

,Mountains.

IIIE Inter the sequence within a selection.

After Cliff pulled the ring on his parachute.

A it did not open.

B' he floated through the sky.

C he leaped out of the plane.

D it caught on the wing of the plane.

FOURTH GRADE READING

IIIF Infer likenesses and differences within a

selection.

Mr. Urne's old house and new house were both

A made of earth.

B two stories high.

C ruined in a stop,

painted white.

IIIG Draw cenclusions from given information.

. From the end of the story we can guess that

Tom and Tracy felt

A calm.

B angry.

C brave.

D afraid.

11I11 Identify relationships of words (analogies).

Crawl is to baby as walk is to

A run.

B child.

C jog.

D infant

1111 Make inferences about characters in a story.

From this story, we know that John

probably

A has few friends,

B is shy and quiet.

C is good at sports.

watches a lot of TV.

IVA Determine the author's purpose for a

selection.

This poem was written to

A make you angry.

B make you smile,

C tell you about dragons.

D tell you about laundromats.

VA Identify the major uses( dictionaries, tables

of contents, and glossaries

. ^

Which of these would tell you how

many chapters your science book

has?

A atlas

B dictionary

C encyclopedia

D table of contents

VR I. cate information within reference
materials using dictionaries, tables of contents and

glossaries.

How many meanings does the 'vord delay have?

Al
B 2

C3

D4

VD Summarize a selection.

Which sentence tells this story best?

A Sally and Ted invited their friends over to

play in a tree house.

B Sally's mother fixed a delicious lunch for the

children after they finished the tree house.

C Sally and Ted spent all.morning building a

tree house and all afternoon playing in it

D Sally and Ted loved to play monsters;

monkeys, and other pretend games in the

tree house.

VF Alphabetize words correctly through the

second letter,

boas!

Which -word comes -after boast in alphabitial

(ABC) order?

A blow

B cost

C about

cabin

"VIA Reading' materials of her/his choice

during free time, both in school and at home,

001/1B Going frequently to places where reading

materials are available such as libraries, reading

moms, book sales, and hook exchanges.

"VIC Requesting reading materials in addition

to those assigned by the teacher.

"VII) Responding to the opportunity to talk

about and/or discuss what he/she has read.

"VIA, B, C, and D are gositive Response to

Reading Objectives. h



Objective

Code

19.6 Given two sets, one set with one to three

°members and the other with eight to ten members,

the learner, using only visual inspection will indicate

the set with fewer members.

Which set has fewer members?

0 1,

6 6 .6

6 0 6

B

10.7 -Given any three consecutive sets of objects

consisting of one to five members, the learner will

.°1

indicate the net that has the karat members,

-;,Which set has the fewest members?

99 999
B C

' 16-2 Given a hundred chart with the first twenty

numbers and multiples of ten filled in, the learner

will write in any portion of the chart as request.

Which numbers belong in the shaded area?

1 2 0 4 5 6 1 8 9 10

1111314 1516118E120

130

1111 II 4

II 111111.
I NMI IIIV
I I 1
IIIIIIII
III II

M
90

I MIME
A 29, 39, 49, 59, 69, 79, 89. 99, 109

B 911, 912, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919

C 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99

D 901, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909

OBJECTIVES AND EXAMPLE ITEMS FOR FOURTH GRADE MATHEMATICS

Core Objectives Test

16-4 Given a two-digit numeral, the learner will

write it in expanded natation in two ways: first by

using words and then by using numerals,

65 means

A 6-hundreds + 5 tens

13 6 hundreds + 6 ones

C 6 tens + 5 ones

D 5 tens + 6 ones

16-7 Given any three-digit numeral, the learner

will unto expanded notation by using place value

words.

'146 means

A '1 hundred + 4 tens + 6 ones

B 1 ten + 4 oney 6 hundreds
, 74144 .

C 6 hundreds + 4 tens, + 1 one

D 4 hltdreds + 1 tin + 6 ones

16.8 Given any three-digit numeral, the learner

will writerexpanded notation by using numerals.

892 means

A 8;0+ 2

B ?,',1+ 90

C 200 + 90+ 8

D 800 + 90+ 2

16-9 Given 2 three-digit nbmerals which have the

same digits but in different positions, the learner will

determine which is greater and which is less.

Which is less?

A 268

B 286

16.10 Given a random list of two and three-digit

numerals, the learner will arrange them in ascend.

ing order,

Which numbers are in order from smallest to

largest?

A 403, 123, 98, 45

B 123, 403, 45, 98

.t 45, 123, 98:403

D .45, 98,123,403

17.1 Given a counting sequence of two to four

numbers, the learner will indicate the next number

in sequence.

Which number comes next? 30, 35, 40,

A 25

13 45

C 50

D 55
9

23.1 Given addition exercises involving a two.

digit number plus a one-digit number requiring no

regrouping (carrying) written in either vertical or

- horizontal form, the learner will find the sums. The

learner may use aids,

12

+5

°

A 15

B 16

C - 17

D 18

23-3 Given addition problems involving a two-

digit number plus a twodigit number requiring no

regrouping (carrying, the learner will find the

sums. The learner may use aids.

54 +34 =0 A 28

B 30

C 88

D 98

24.1 Given addition exercises involving a two-

digit nurfiber plus a onedigit number requiring

regrouping (carrying), the learner will find the

sums, The learner may use aids,

17

+6

A 213

B 113'

C 23

D 13

24.2 Given addition problems involving 2 two-

digit numbers requiring regrouping (carrying), the

lorner will find the sums The learner may use aids.

88

+ 76

A 154

B 1,514

C 164

D 1,614

29-2 Given a set of objects or pictures showing a

subtraction relationship with combinations 'to

eighteen, the learner will write an appropriate

number sentence..

Which number sentence below tells about this

picture?

00000
00000

igge

A 15 - 5 =

B + 8 = 15

C 10 - 5 = 5

D 5 +. 5 10



-30.1 Given a two-digit number, the learner will

subtract a one.digit number with no regrouping

(lxirrowingl. TN. learner may use aids.

69

- 8

A 51

B 59

Cr 61

D 77.

302 The learner will subtract two two-digit

numbers with no regrouping (borrowing), The

learner may usraids,

86

- 42

A 24

B 42

C 44

I) 48

11.1 Give.) a two-digit number, the learner will

subtract a onedigit number with regrouping

(borrowing) The learner may use aids,

24

A 13

B

C 23

I) 27

35-3 Given a collection of equivalent sets (less

than ten), the learner will write a multiplication

sentence to describe it.

Which number sentence tells about these

pictures?

A 6 x- 1

B. 1 x 6

2e3

D 6 + 1

FOURTH GRADE MATHEMATICS

35.6 Given a multiplication sentence, the learner

will represent it as a repeated addition sentence. (Do

not include zeroes or ones in repeated addition.)

Which means the same as 2 x 4 z 8?

A 2 + 2 8

11 '2. +4.= 8

C 4 + 2 8

I) 4 + 4'7: 8

36-1 The learner will name the pro.Juct of any

number and one.

45

A 54

B 44

C 46

D

36.3 Given two factors, both of which are zero

through five, the learner will give the product from'

gemory,

5x5 -0

A 9

B 16

C 25

D 20

79-4/6 Given several objects, sonic divided into

three/four rongrvent parts, and sonic divided into

three/four nonrongrurnt parts, the learner will:

(a) determine which objects have been divided into

the three/four congruent parts, and

(13) tell the fraction name for each part upon request,

Which object is divided into three parts of the

same size and shape?

A

B

71

D

31

79-13 Given illustrations of one-half, one-third,

and one-fourth at the regions shaded, the learner will

tell the correct fraction in`each case.

Which part is shaded?,

A

B

C

4

107.8 Given a measuring stick scaled in

centimeters only and an object, the learner will

measure the Xngth of the object to the nearest,

centimeter.

How long .s the truck?

A 3 cm

fl 5 cm,

C 7 cm

D 9 cm

143.2 Given a Celsius thermometer scaled in two

degree intervals, the learner will read and record the

temperature to within two degree's using the degree

symbol,

What is the temperature?

A 14° 1,

B 34°

C 10°

'D 400

147.6 Given a clock face with the reading of

o'clock,'the learner will identify the appropriate time

to the hour.

A 6:00

B 8:00

C 9:00

D 12:00.

156.1 Given an assortment of cut-out shapes

including squares, triangles, rectangles and circles

of various sizes randomly arranged, the learner will

select a given shape as requested.

What is the name of this figure?

0
A triangle

B 'rectangle

C square

D circle

163.1 Given a simple geometric figure and a set

of simple geometric figures, the learner will identify

those which are the same size and shape.

Which picture is the same size and shape as

.111101



GRADE FOUR CORRELATED OBJECTIVES TEST

17-3 Given a'number of is than three digits, the
learner will identify the number as even or odd.

88

A :Even

13 Odd

28.3 .Given two sets with less than ten objects
each tine with more objecLs than the other, the learner
wills:state how many more members it has. - -

Flow many more bottle caps are in the larger
group than in the smaller group?

Lc:3

JED Ea C3

1E7

tza 11

29-4 Given. subtraction exercises in horizontal
and vertical forms. using numbers to eighteen, the
learner,will find the difference. The learner may !fat
use aids.

17

- 3

A 12

B 13

C 14

D 15

31.2 the learner will subtract 2 two-digit
numbers. The learner may use aids.

43 228 = A 13

B 17

C 23

D 15

364 Given a set of objects, the learner will make
another set that will have two times as many objects.

Which gi.oup below has two times as thany6
members as this group?

0 0
0 0

A

V V

0 0 0
.B

C? c7 DODO
C D

The learner will name the product of any
number and zero.

81

5 0

A 81

B 0

C 18

D 810

156-3 Given pictures gt real objects or various
. shapes,' the learner will identify circles, triangles,
squares and rectangles as requested.

Which is a rectangle?

C D



Objective

Code.'

XAMPLE ITEMS FOR SEVENTH GRADE READING

Determine the meaning of a word in a

sentence whosli Meaning has been affected by

pre ixes, . .

The predawn Ike blazed 'out of control

The prefix. pre- Means

rfow, '

after.

C dutMg.

D before.

IC Determine the meaning of a word that has

multiple mean inp, depend ing on its usd in a sentence,

Those dogs are.big and range in color from

gray and white to solid black.

A vary

B . roam ,'

C ,5raze

D line up.

ID Identify a word that has &similar meaning to

, another word I identifying.synonymst s '

1.
'1

The initial stop on the trip was petroll.'

What word means almost the same as initial? ,

A best

B, first

C scenic

D shortest

IE Identify a word that has an opposite meaning

to another word (identifying antonyms).

The delicate flower bloomed for one day.

The opposite of delicate is

A vast.

B fragile.

C tough,

1) plastic.

IF Determine the meaning of word on the

basis of the context of a sentence.

weight,of,our piano.

k lift

B express

C

D

cave in

support

Ill Itiv the stated 'main idea within a

selection.

The main topic of this passage is how

A ribbits and deer live.

13 deer escape from their enemies.

C protective coloring aid§.in animal survival.
n

D mother animals teach their yonni how to

survive.

IIC Identify details that support the main idea

of a selection. ,

Why was Jake Cooley hard of hearing?

A He was getting old,

B r Hr, 'didn't like lou noises., ,

C Ws ea ad b hurt in a fall.

D He had lived alone in the mansion,

IIE . Identify the sequence within a selection

Which one of these shows the order of the events

theitot,4

A Mr. Cochran asked Jake if he had seen the

children.

Marty and Jenny arrived at the

mansion.

Marty and Jenny asked Mr. Cooley mapy

questions.

Marty and Jenny raced down the hill.

B Marty and Jenny arrived at the

mansion.

Marty and Jenny asked Mr. Cooley many

questions,

Marty and Jenny raced down the

hill.

Mr. Cochran asked Jake if he had seen the

children.

C Marty and Jenny raced down the

hill.

Mr. Cochran asked Jake if he had seen the

children.

Marty and Jenny arrived at the

mansion.

Marty, and Jenny asked Mr. Cooley many,

questiohs.

D Marty and Jettny asked Mr, Cooley inanY

questions.

Marty and Jenny raced down the

hill.

Marty and Jenny arrived,at the

mansion. T

Mr. Cochran asked Jake if he had seen the

children.

,1

IIF Identify stated cause and effect relation-

ships within aselection,

Van Belmont expected the soil to weigh less

becauSe

A some had blown away.
,

11 it find been died out.

C' the willow weighed more.

D it had given up its food substances.
4

Ile, Identify stated likenesses and differences

within a selection.

difference between a helicopter_and

- an airplane is that the helicopter

An has four engines.

B, has smaller wings.

C must land on a runway.

D can standstill in the air.

III,) . Infer the main idea of a selection,

The main topic of this passage is

A sled dogs as pets.

B training dog teams;

C Newfoundlands and huskies;

D characteristics of sled dogs.

1118 Infer the cause and effect relationships

within a.selection.

The birds, were set free because they had

learned ,

A to find the ranch in the mountains

B to hunt the toy rabbit with meat

attached.

C as much as the trainers thought they

needed.

I) as much as they kneW when they came..

to the zoo.

IIIC Predict the wobable outcoMe of a selection,

What willmost likely happen to Curt?

A He'll 'miss the game.

B He'll bump into someone else.

C Hell forget where tt icnic is,

D Hell be asked to leave the store.



111D Infer details that support the main aloof

a selection.

One difference 'between the fawn and the baby

rabbit is that the

A rabbit must be still to keep safe.

B fawn must blend with its background fort

safety,

C rabbit has white spots which fade as it grows

up.

D fawn will lose its protective coloring when it

is grown.

IllE Infer the sequence within a selection.

After Vau Belmont planted the branch, he

A added food substances.

weighed the tub.

C dried tife soil.

D observed it for five years.

1116 Draw conclusions from given information,

Because the soil weighed almost the same, Van

Belmont probably decided

A to plant more willow branches in different

tubs.

B that the tub wasleavier than it should have

been

C to use a larger tub of soil for his next

experiment.

D that the food substances came from outside

the soil.

11111 Identify relationships of words (analogies),

Feathers are to birds as scales are to

A weigh!.

I1 fish.

C claws.

D
e

turtles,

);1.,` 00,

't

SEVENTH GRADE READING

IVA Determine the author's purposes for a

selection,

The author's main purpose in writing this

passage is to (1

A make a hero of Adolph Sutro.

B 'explain the work-of a isilver-miner;

C show the miserable conditions in the mines.

D get you to donate money for the miners'

widows.

IVC Determine the author's viewpoint from a

selection.

How did the author feel about the "silver

kings"?

A He pitied them.

B He admired them.

C He disliked them,

D He was afraid of them.

VA Identify the major uses of dictionaries,

encyclopedias, atlases, newspapers, magazines,

telephone books, tables of contents, glossaries,

indexes, maps, graphs, charts, and tables.

Where should you look to find which crops are

raised in Mexico?

A newspaper

B dictionary

C world globe

( D encyclopedia

\.
VB Locate information wit n reference

materials using dictionaries, encyclo its, atlases,

newspapers, magazines, telephone ks, tables of

contents, glossaries, indexes, maps, graphs, charts,

and tables,

In which part of a newspaper would ypuind an

article with the title "Speaking or ,"?

A want ads

B entertainment page

C advertisements

D editorial page

4

VD Summarize a selection.

Which is the best summary of the story?

A *Sally burned all the toast she was

snaking, Ernie thought, it was all a

big joke,.

Ernie_and,Sally's_old toaster shot the

bread out like a rocketship.

was annoyed and decided to get a

new toaster.

C Ernie was angry because the toaster

was broken. Sally liked the old .

toaster because they could play

space-flight with it

D Ernie and Sally had a fight about their

old toaster. Ernie, agreed it was like

a launching pad, but he did n 'want

a new one.

VF Use alphabetizing skills to locate i or

mation in common references.

Which set of words is in alphabetical circler?

A harsh

harvest

hardly

harpoon

B harpoon

harsh

harvest

hardly

C hardly

harpoon,

harsh

harvest

D harvest

harsh

hardly

harpoon

"VIA Ready

during free time, ix.

"VIB Going frequently to places where reading

materials are available, such as libraries,'reading

rooms, book sales, and book exchanges.

readingmaterialsitraddition.4=--

those assigned by thteacher.

I

,'"VID Responding to the opportunity to talk

about and/or discuss what he/she has read.

"'VIA, B, C, and D are Positive Response to

Reading Objectives.,A

4

w.



ilbjective

Code

, number not Inch.

te;,, the Icarner 14:,'e the number that n.

too. or 100u, more or less without using formal

addition or subtraction, (Regrouping may be

included.)

What number is 1,000 more than 2,314?

A 2,311

11 3,214

C 3314

D 3,414

0-2 Given a number orally, the 'learner will

write the foudigit numeral,

A 2,007

B 2,070

C 702

1) 2,700

25.3 Given addition exercises involving two or

three addends with up W six digits, with or without

regrouping, the learner will find the sums, using any

technique,

,12,031

436,572

+ 59,513

A 497,116

B 50M16

C 507,126

D 498,216

264 Given an addition exercise involving three -

digit addends, the learner will estimate the answer

by rounding the addends to the closest multiple of

one hundred,

312

'479

+ 787

'A 1,200

13 1,400

C 1,600

D 1,700

OBJECTIVES AND EXAMPLE ITEMS FOR SEVENTH 6RADE MATHEMATICS

" Core Objectives Test 1

'''' I Given a three-digit number (without zeroes),

learner will subtra,.I a twoligit number with

regrouping (borrowing).

815

,94

A 721

B 881

C 909

D' 819

32.2 Given any- three -digit number (including

numbers with one or two zeroes), the learner will

subtract a two. or three-digit number. The learner

may use aids, .

783'

- 97

A 586

B 686

C 714

D 880

391 Given a two-digit number to be multiplied

by a one-digit number, the learner will write the .

product. The learner may use aids,

83 6 r.

A 488

B 483

C 498

D 481

39.3 Given 2 two-digit numbers, the learner will

determine the product.

' 79

a' 13

A 1,027

B 1,007

C 927

D 1,057

35

44.7 Given an exercise with a dividend of three-

or fourdigits, and a one-digit divisor with or without

remainders, the learner will determine the quotient

3 2,169

A 643

B 723

C 733

D 853

C

an,appropriate word problem read by

'the teacher involving_the division:algorithm. the --
_

learner willsolve the problem.

There are 12 people who want to form car pools to

go to work; 4 people can ride in each car. How

many cars will they need?

A 48''

B 8

C 3

D 16 .

63,2 Given a decimal fraction of no more than

three places, the learner will name the place value of

each digit, without the use of a place value chart or

aids,

.923

A 9 tenths, 2 hundredths, 3 thousandths

B 9 hundreds, 2 tens, 3'ones

,ct '9 ones, 2 tens, 3 hundreds

D 9 thousandths',. 2 hundredths, 3 tenths

68.5 Given 'a decimal addition or subtraction

problem in horizon I or vertical form with whole

numbers, tenths, a hundredths, the learner will

find the sum or"diffe ence. The learner may use aids

or models.

3.84 + 7,29 L' 0 A' 11,13

11.03

C 3.45

D 4.65

69.1 Given an appipliate verbal Problem involv.

ing addition and subtraction of decimal numbers

involving only tenths, the learner will solve the

problem.

Bob w',11'"(1 117 ,,1 '"meter

from there u,l, , .uter to

How many kilometers aid he walk?

A .013

B .13

C' 1.3

D 13,0

mr nd

60.2 Given a region or Strip divided'into ten or

fewer parts, some of which are shaded, the learner

will write the appropriate fraction to describe the

shaded portion,

A 1

B

C

D,

8141 Given a fraction, the learner will write

equivalent fractions. The learner, may use Lida.

A

C I

a

85.3 Given two mixed numbers with like
denominators, the learner will write the sum, (No,

regrouping or reducing requirel.The learner may

not use aids)

3 + 2

A 1i20

B 5

C 5115 ,

D 5i



!NI3 Given a whole number lots than ten, a mixed

number or a *action, the learner will find the

difference.

A 8

B 8i

C ni

I) 9

94.2 Given a number sentence in the form: "Unit

fraction of whole number = 7" using denominators

less than ten and the whole number a multiple of the

denominator, less than forty. the learner will find the

answer without the use of aids.

A

Ii

of .15 = 0

t.

40

C 5

I) 45

4 95.3 Given two unit frictions with denominators

of ten or less, the learner will compute the product

without the use of aids,

x

A

ti

to

D is

0

109.21 Given any whole number of meters lone

through nine), the learner will state the equivalent

number of centimeters.

Given any multiple of 100 centimeters (100 through

9001, ;Ae learner will state the equivalent number of

meters.

700 centimeters = 0 meters

A 70 000

B 7000

C 70

C 70

D 7

80

SEVENTH GRADE MATHEMATICS

119-2 Given a region located on a square grid, the

learner will aunt-HIM:1W the area by counting the

number of square units.

A It square units

B 12 square units

C 13 sqtiare units

D 16 square units

127.1 Given a drawing of a rectangular solid
divided into units with linear dimensions less than or

equal to five units, the learner will name the number

of cubic units in the solid.

A 39

B 47

C 48

D 60

144.1 Given a Celsius thermometer calibrated in

one or two degree Mere nents, the learner will read

and record temperatures to the nearest degree.

Celsius

50

40

30

= 20°

.21
10

0

10

40

A -16°

B -11°

C -24°

D 16°

36

148.3 Given a numbered clock face with hands on

it, the.learner will write the time in time notation

of five minute intervals.

What time does this clock show?

A 4:20

13 4:25

C 5:04

D 5:20

152.2 Given two money values, the learner will

add or subtract using the dollar sign and decimal

notation, The learner may choose to tire play money.

$7.95

- 2,38
. A $ `37

B $ 5.63

C $ 5.67

D $10.33

157.1 Giver, a set of polygons including quadri

laterals,' the learner will identify and name a

parallelogra, a square and a rectangle,

Which figure is a parallelogram?

A 11 C D

1601/2 Given models of two intersecting lines,

the learner will indicate whether they are

perpendicular.

Which pair of lines are perpendicular?

B

1702 Given a bar graph, the learner will inter

pret it

1;

Who is about 149 centimeters tall?

A Tom

B Ann

C Bill

D Alice
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GRADE SEVEN CORRELATED OBJECTIVES TEST

18-2 Given any four-digit nundol:. the learner
will write expanded notation, first by using place
value words and then by using numerals.

8.143 =

A 8 thousands tens
OR 8,001) + 430

+ 3 ones
OR 800 + 40 + 3

C 8 thousands + 1 hundred + 4 ones + 3 ones
OR 8,000 + 100 + 4 + 3

I) 8 thou -ands + 1 hundred + 4 tens + 3 ones
OR 8.000 + 100 + 40 > 3

40.3 Given two whole numbers. each less than
MG. the learner will estimate the product.

Which is the best estimate?

502
x 312

A

B

C

D

150.000

18.000

200.000

400,000

43.i Given a division sentence. the learner will
write a related multiplication sentence.

15 7t- 3 = 5 can be written as %Mich multipli-
cation sentence below?

A 5 tt 3 = 15

15 3 = 45

15 5 =

D 3 15 =

03.1 Given a place value chart and a numeral df
no more than three decimal places, the learner will
indicate the value of each digit in the numeral.

What is the place value..of 9 in 67.139?

A II undredths

Thousandths

C -TentEs

D Ones

64-3 Given a model of a fraction illustrating
hundredths. the learner will identify. say and write'
the decimal fraction and CO111111011 fraction which is
illustrated.

A' .09

B .19

C .90

.91

90.3 Given a whole number less than ten, a mixed
number or a fraction, the learner will find the
difference.

9 - = A Si
B

C 8i
D 9i

109-4 Given any whole number of centimeters (1
through 10001, the learner will suite the equivalent
number of meters.

200 centimeters is equal to how many meters?

A 0.02

B 0.2

C 2

D 20

82 37-



Objective

Code

IA Determine the meaning of a word in a

sentence whose meanini, has been affected by

common prefixti

International laws affect all nations,

The prefix inter means

k

B behind,

C beside.

I) between.

IC Determine the meaning of a word that has

multiple meanings, depending on its use in a
sentence,

The players were touched by the huge crowd that

came to honor them.

A crazed
,.

B moved

C weakened

.D reached

ID Identify a word that has a similar meaning

to another word (identifying synonyms), '

The President disguised amnesty for ,the

deserters,

A, favor

B pardon

C prison

D opportunity

1E' Identify a word that has an oppiisite meaning

to another word (identifying antonynis),

The weary woman sank heavily Into her their,

The opposite of weary is

A old.

B. happy.

C, tired,

D rested,

BJECTIYES AND EXAMPLE ITEMS FOR TENTH GRADE READING

IF Determine the meaning of a word on the

basis of the context of a sentence.

Jane's directions were vague, but 1 could do the

job because your explanation was tablet.

A confusing

B secure

C incomplete'

D thorough

118 Identify the stated main idea v,ithin a

selection.

The main idea of this selection is that

A Americans suffer from malnutrition,

B children's ')reAfast cereals contain too

much sugar,

C pre-sweetened cereal is more expensive than

unsweetened,

D sugar provides us with empty calories.

HC Identify details that support the main idea

of a selection,

Franklin was impressed by'Jhe way citizens

were fighilng-fires

A Boston.

B

C Pennsylvania:

D The Union Fire Company:

6.

HE Identify the sequence within a selection,

The second on isual event was that the Resolute

A was abandoned,

B became locked in ice for 21 days.

C sailed 2,000 miles by itself.

D was restored by the United States.

IIF Identify stated ause'and effect relation-

ships within a seleCtion.

What is one cause of our losing battle against

insects?

A Insects are too small to see.

B Insects are too well organized.

C Insects are too numerous to fight,

D Insects have extremely short lives,

38

IIC identify stated likenesses and differences

within a selection,

The article states that wealthy families and poor

families

A have different eating habits, .

B have different economic problems.

C both suffer equally from malnutrition.
ti

D both eat the same amount of cereal each

year.

IIIA Inftr the main idel'of a selection,

The main idea of this passage is that earthworms

A can be raised on worm farms.

"B are palatable and chewy!

C are tireless.

D are used for fertilizer.

IIIB Infer the cause and effect relationships

within a selection.

. _

Buying a used bicycle may be unwise because'

A the tires will needto be replaced.

B the cost of repairs may be too high.

C 'rusty Parts.may make it dangerous to rid

D there is usually no guarantee against faulty

parts.

HIC Predict the probable outcome of a selection,

What do you predict will probably happen?

A The hunters will go on a few more days.

B The elephants will return to escape the

November rains,.

C The hunters will return home 'as soon as

possible.

D The natives will obtain the ivory while Mr.

Bowie stays in camp.

HID Infer details that support the main idea of

a selection,

This article suggests that people smile order to

A make other people happy.

B hide their real feelings,

C show that they are happy.

D show their interest in other people.

IIIE Infer the sequence. ithin a selection,

When did the parents first begin to write letters,

to the newspapers?

A After they noticed that children were

playing in the streets

B after two bays were killed while playing

baseball in the streets'

C after several children playing in the streets

were badly injured,

D after the city government provided large

sums of money for playgrounds.

IIIF Infer likenesses and differences' within a

'selection.

.How are modern fire departments different

from those ofaFranklin's day?

A

B

C

I)

They are replarly paid,

They are less efficient,

They are in small towns.

They are mostly volunteer.



IIIG Draw conclusions from given informatin.

According to this passage, we can conclude that

A

1)

angry citizen:4 act hastily.

public opinion is dangerous.

the truck driver did not see the children.

strong public opinion can produce results.

[WI Identify relationships of words !analogies/.

Earth is to continent as

A star.

B moon.

C world.

I) universe.

galtixy is to

IVA Determine the author's.major purposes for
a seleetion.

The author's retain purpose in writing this poem
is to

A entertain us.

B explain arithmetic.

C defend arithmetic teachers.

I) convince us that arithmetic is useless.

Distinguish between fact and opinion,

Which of the following is a statement of
fact?

A If the girls continue to smoke, their
children will smoke, too.

-B Girls smoke more in Newton when-
both parents smoked.

C A greater percentage of parents
smoked in Newton bemuse of their
jobs.

D In both cities, girls were more inclined
to adopt their

were

smoking
-habits than were boys.

TENTH GRADE READING

Determine the author's viewpoint from -a
seleetion.

The author believes that Seoul

A is an attractive and interesting place.

B should only be visited once.

C

D

should be rebuilt and made.rnore inviting.

is a simple e. city. lacking cultural appeal.

A

V A Identify the major uses of dictionaries,
encyclopedias, atlasas, newspapers. magazines.
telephone books, thesauruses, alrhanacs, card
catalogues, periodical guides, tables of contents.

',glossaries, indexes. maps, graphs. charts, tables.
appendixes, footnotes and bibliographies.

To find a word that means the same as neutral,
use the

A atlas,

B almanac.

C 'thesaurus.

D .encyclopedia.

VR, Locate information within reference
materials using dictidnaries, encyclopedias, atlases.

newspapers, magazines, telephone books, thesau-
ruses, almanacs, card catalogues, periodical guides,
tables of contents, glossaries, indexes, maps, charts,
graphs, tables. appendixes. footnotes, and bibliogra-.
phies,

Which is another word that means part?

A complex

B alpha and omega

C 'contingent

sum

39

VD Summarize a selection,

Which is the best summary, of this passage?

A A bicycle has to fit its rider. The best way to

see if a bicycle fits is to ride it. Don't buy a
bicycle if it isn't the right size.

B Storing a bicycle can be a problem, Some
bicycles have folding frames for easy
storage. These bikes are usually light-
weight and have several gears.

C A used bicycle is cheaper than a new one. A
bicycle shop usually gives a used bike a:
guarantee olsome sort. A nev,:,,bicycle can

cost up to $400,

1) Before buying a bicycle you should consider
where you will use it, how much to spend.
what condition the bicycle is in, and
whether it fits you.

'VIA Reading materials of her/his choice
during free time. both in school and at home.

"VII3 Going frequently to places where reading
materials are available. such as libraries, reading
rooms, book sales, and book exchanges.

"VIC Requesting reading materials in addition

to those assigned by the teacher.

"VID Responding to the opportunity to 'talk
about and/or discuss what he/she has read.

VIA, B, C; and D are Positive Response to

Reading Objectives.



Objective

Code

16;5 Given a division exercise with a two. three,

or fourdigit dividend and a tatdigit divisor. with ur

without remainders, the learner will determine the

quotient.

28 R7 A

C

18 R23

19 R5

21 R9

D 181 R5

47.2 (liven an appropriate verbal problem in

volving diision of whole numbers, the learner will

solve the problem.

If Jack paid $3,162 for a car, and his payments

are $93 per month, how many months will it take

him to pay frr.his cr?

A 29

II 34

C 32

I) 30

662 Given a common fraction whose decimal

equivalent terminates in three (3) places or less, the

learner will rename the common fraction as a

decimal fraction. .

A .2

11 5

C .25 .

'D .15

671 Given a set of decimal fractions of no more

than three (3) decimal places, the learner will write

the fraction; .n order from least to greatest and/or

greatest to least

Which set of decimal fractions is in order from '

least to greatest?

A 0.6 , 0,35 , 0,7 , 0.15

B 0.35 , 0,15 , 0,6 , 0,7

C 0.15' , 0,35 , 0.6 , 0.7

D 0.7 , 0,35 0.6 0.15

OBJECTIVES AND EXAMPLE ITEMS FOR TENTH GRADE MATHEMATICS

Core Objectives Test

74.7 Given two numbers between 0 and 100 with

up to two decimal places, the learner will find the

product

21.52 a 1.09 = A 23.4568

B 23A158

C 234.158

D 234.568

75.3 Given an appropriate verbal problem, the

learner will salve it

How much would 21.6 liters of gas cost at

$.20 per liter?

A $ 21,80

B $ 21,40

C $ 4.32

D $108.00

;4

77.2 Given a deCimal fraction, four digits or less,

divided by a whole number, the learner will find the

quotient (No division carried to more than three,

significant figures.)

3D 30,3

77-3 'Given two decimal numbers (no more than

four digits in the dividend and two in the divisor),

the learner will find the quotient. '(No division

carried to more than three significant Wren.)

Find the answer:

0.04 F4714

A 0,351

B 3.51

C 35,1

D 351.

82-2 Given two fractional numbers with unlike

denominators, the learner will tell which one is

greater (denominators ..12t. The learner may use

aids.

A

63-3 Given a mixed number with a denominator

of 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, or 10, the learner will change it to its

fractional form without aids.

4

B 161

C
rs

D
on

87.3 Given two fractional numbers with unlike

denominators (2, 4, or 8; 2, 3, or 6; or 2, 5, or 10), the

learner will write the sum as a fraction.

40

1 +6T0

I

A

B

C

D 151

88.2 Given an appropriate verbal problem in.

volving addition of fractional and/or mixed numbers,

the learner will solve the problem,

Louis spent 1 1 hours studying his history

and 2 3 hours, studying his math, How

many hours did he study in all?

A

3 #,

4

D 3:r"

92-A Given two.fractions with tinlikedenornina.,-

tors (2.3, or 6:44,pr 8: or 2:5, or the learnerw ,

subtract ;

B

C

D

928 Given two mixed numbers with unlikede

nominators (2, 3, or 6; 2, 4, or 8; or 2, 5, or 10), the

learner will find the difference. Regrouping is

necessary.

3 A l

B

C. 2

D 2'1

97.2 two fractions with denominators lee'

than ,,r Auld to ten, the learner will compute 0" '

produa The product of the denominators is less than

or equal lo fifty,

xi A

B

'C

D 24

7

97,5 Given a whole number less than five and a'

mixed number less than five, with a denominator less

than or equal to ten, the learner will compute the

product

Multiply and reduce:

4'77 0

A 161

C 17

p

1064 Given a partially completed table involving

fractions with denominators of multiple's of two and

five, decimals and percents, the learner will com-

plete the bible. (Denominators of 2,4,8,10,20,25,50,

1,001

Choose the number which coinTJeieS this table.

A 0.25

B 0.18

.0 125

D 0,126

FRACTION DECIMAL PERCENT



106.1 Given an appropriate verbal problem in-
volving finding a percent Ufa number, the learner
will solve the problem.

A family spends 30% of its income for food. The
family's monthly income is $600. How much is

spent for food each 'month?

A $180.00

B :200,00

C $300.00

D $420.00

124.2 Given an appropriate problem situation,
the learner will select an appropriate unit, measure
to the nearest whole unit, and find the area.
(Formulas for nonrectangular shapes to be given.)'

Area =

A

B

C

8 cm:

16 cm:

12 cm:

15 cm:

130-1 Given the volume formula for a rectangular
solid and simple word 'problems with dimensions
stated in metric units,' the learner will solve the
problems.

How much space is in a room 6 meters long, 10

meters wide, and 12 meters high?

A

B

C

D

28 ni3

60 rn3

72 m'

720 mi

146-1 Given angles of measures 45°, 90° and 180°,

'the learner will match the angle with the degree .
measures.

A 45°

B 90°

180°

D 360°

TENTH GRADE MATHEMATICS

..149-1 Given a period of time measurement in one
unit, the learner will convert it to another unit as
indicated below.

Only whole number problems.

seconds minutes

minutes hours
hours days

days weeks

days years
weeks years .

months years

72 hours = days

A 2

B 3

C 4

D 6

154.2 Given $100 and purchases totaling less
than $100, the learner will make chano for the $100;

Steve bought a pair of jeans for $8.78, a

jacket for $23,85 and a shirt for $6.75. What

will be his change from $100.00?

A $60.72

B $60.62

C $40.28

D $39.38

167-2 Siven a circle, the learner will identify and
name the center, radius, diameter, circumference,
and an arc.

. .

What is the distance around the circle called?

A diameter

B circumference

radius

D area

172-1 Given a situation in probability with all
events equally likely, jhe learner will find. the
probability of a designated simple event.

Twelve cards are labeled from 1 through

12. If a card is chosen at random, what is
the probability that the card labeled 9 will

be chosen?

A
12

B 1
12

C

D

173.1 Given a set of up to 30 whole numbers, the
learner will find the mean (the average).

Find the average: IO, 30, 75, 20, 85, 60, 40, 40

A 90

B 95

C 50

D 55

180-7 (liven a commor. algebraic expression and
all necessary values; the learner tvill,:evaluate the
expression.

Evaluate V = when B = 24 and h = 3

A V = LIG

B V .; 72

C V = 27

D V, =` 24

182-5 Given a coordinate system using whole
numbers and/or letters, and given pairs of coordi-
nates, the learner will kkate the pointa.

Where is Grand Rapids located?

A G-5

B G6

C H-5 .

D H-6



I GRADE TEN CORRELATED OBJECTIVES TEST

47-1 Given an appropriate 'problem involving
. division, the learner will estimate the solution.

104-2 Given an appropriate verbal probleni, the
learner will write a proportion and solve the problem.

t

If Ms, Jones used 38 liters of gas to drive 613 At a pancakeeating contest, Edward ate 7 pan-

kilometers, about how many kilometers did she cakes in 4 minutes. How many Could he eat in 12

. drive per liter of gasoline? minutes?

A 21A 2

1.3 10

C 15

D 20

tiff - 1 Given a numeral with no more than three
decimal places, the learner will round to the nearest
whole number, tenth or hundredth as requested.

Round 72,588 to the nearest tenth.

A .70

II 72.5

C 72.6

11) 72.8

73-2 Given two decimal fractions between 1 and
100 with no more than two decimal Races, the
learner will estimate the product.

Which is the best estimate?

41.62 x 30.7 =

A 700

B 1,000

C 1,200

I) 1,500

74.1 Given a decimal fraction if th'ree places or
less, the learner will multiply by 10, 100. 1000 upon

request.

x s 1000 =

A 7.000

B 700

C '70

D :7000

B 23

C 28

D948

104.3 Givena scale drawing and a scale exprs-
ed in metric units, the learner will determine the
lengths of a given part of the actual object.

The distance between .Sault Ste. Marie and
Escanaba is about:

A 4.0 km

II 200 km

C 400 km

D 540 km

124-1 Given an appropriate word problem stated
in metric units involving areas of rectangles (square
included), triangles or circles, and the formulas for
the triangle and circle also the value of n ), the
learner will solve the problem.

This triangle has a base of 7 units and a bight of

16 units. What is its area? to = j bh)

A 112 sq. units

B 56 sq. units

C. 16 sq.:units

7 .12 sq. units

89
42.
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APPENDIX C

LIST OF ITEMS, MEASURING EACH FOURTH GRADE OBJECTIVE

READING ,

MATHEMATICS

CORE, CORRELATE 0

Obj.

Code
Skill Area & Objective Description Test Hem

Numbers
(311J

Code
Skill Area & Objective Description

Test item

Numbers

Obj,

Code
Test Form, Skill Area & Obj, Description Test Item

NuMbers

VOCABULARY MEANING NUMERATION 17.3 NUMERATION: ODD OR EVEN 175.177

IA PREFIXES 1.3 10-5 ORDER SETS: FEWER : 133.135 28.3 WHOLE NUMBERS: SUBTRACTION 190-192

1B SUFFIXES 20-22
10.7 ORDER SETS: FEWEST 169.171 29.4 WHOLE NUMBERS: A B; A,B < 19 181-183

IC MULTIPLE MEANINGS 52.54 16.2 PLACE VALUE: HUNDRED CHART 97.99 31.2 WHOLE NUMBERS: AB - CD 178-180

ID SYNONYMS 4-6 164 EXPAND 2-DIGIT NUMERAL 151-153 35-4 WHOLE NUMBERS: 2 x A =1 187-189

IE ANTONYMS 87.3g 16-7 EXPAND 3-DIGIT NUMERAL W/WORDS 121.123 36-,2 WHOLE NUMBERS: A X 0 = 7 \ 193.195

IF CONTEXT 55.68 16-8 EXPAND 3-DIGIT NUMERAL 163-165 156-3 GEOMETRY: SHAPES A`'' 184.186

LITERAL COMPREHENSIONCOMPREHENSION

16.9 ABC > CBA OR ABC < CBA

16-10 ORDER SET OF NUMERALS

112.114

109-111

118 MAIN IDEA 7,26,48 17.1 NEXT NUMBER IN SEQUENCE 124.126

IIC . MAIN IDEA DETAILS 144263

IIE 'SEQUENCE ' 18,30,46
WHOLE'NUMBERS .

IW CAUSE/EFFECT ,
, 10,32,58 23.1 AB + C, NO REGROUPING 154.156

110 'LIKENESS/DIFFERENCE
9.28,50 23-3 AB + CD, NO REGROUPING 115.117

24-1 AB + C, WITH REGROUPING 118.120

INFERENTIAL COMPREHENSION 24-2 AB + CD, WITH REGROUPING 160-162

IIIA . MAIN IDEA , 13, 41, 62 29-2 SUBTRACTION: NUMBER SENTENCE 100-102

111B CAUSE/EFFECT 17, 29, 45 30-1 ., AB - C, NO REGROUPING 165-168

1110 PROBABLE OUTCOME 40, 73, 75 30-2 AB CD, NO REGROUPING 148-150

IIID MAIN IDEA DETAILS 8, 27, 49 31.1 AB - C, WITH REGROUPING , 145-147

IIIE SEQUENCE ; , ii, 33, 59 353 A+A+A...=AXB 130-132

IIIF LIKENESS/DIFFERENCE
15, 4;3, 84 35.6 AXB=A+A+A,2, 157.159

1110 CONCLUSIONS , 12, 34, 60 38-1 A X 1 = ? 139-141

lill'I ANALOGIES 69-71
36.3, A X B., A,B < 6 142.144

1111 CHARACTERS 44, 65

FRACTIONS

CRITICAL READING SKILLS 79-4/8 IDENTIFY CONGRUENT PARTS 136 -138 .

IVA AUTHOR'S PURPOSE 61, 72, 74 79-13 SHADED REGIONS: 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 106.108
,
.

.-

RELATED STUDY SKILLS
METRIC MEASUREMENT .

VA REFERENCES, AWARENESS 23.25 107.8 LENGTH: NEAREST CM' 91-93

VB REFERENCES, USE .
35, 38,,51 143.2 TEMPERATURE 103.105 ..

VD SUMMARIZING 19, 31, 47

VF ALPHABETIZING 55.57 NON-METRIC MEASUREMENT .

.,
,

147-6 TIME: NEAREST HOUR 94.96

POSITIVE RESPONSE/READING -

VIA READ IN FREE TIME 76-78 GEOMETRY ,

V18 VISIT READING PLACES 79.81, 156-1 , SHAPES . 127.129 .

VIC REQUEST EXTRA READING . 82.84 163-1 PROPERTIES OF FIGURES 172.174

VID TALK ABOUT READING 85.87

RELATED ACTIVITIES 88.90

.

.

'

.
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LIST OF ITEMS MEASURING EACH SEVENTif GRADE OBJECTIVE 7

'READING

. MATHEMATICS ,

.

, ,.1

,
CORE CORRELATE

,

Obi.
Code

Skill Area & Objective Description
Test item

Numbers

Obj.

Code
Skill Area & Objective Description

Test Item

Numbers

Obj.

Code
Test Fomi, Skill Area, & Obi. Description Test Item

Numbers

VOCABULARY MEANING NUMERATION . 18.2 NUMERATION: EXPAND ABM 172-174

IA PREFIXES
4.6

18-1 PLACE VALUE: FOUR DIGITS 88-96 40.3 WHOLE NUMBERS: ESTIMATE PRODUCTS 118-180

IC MULTIPLE MEANINGS
7.9 19.2 WRITE FOUR-DIGIT NUMERAL 1.3 43.2 WHOLE NUMBERS: RELATE x TO ÷ 175-177

10 SYNONYMS
28-30 63.1 DECIMALS: PLACE VALUE 184.186

IE ANTONYMS
57.59 WHOLE NUMBERS

84 -3 DECIMALS: MEANING, 100THS 187.189

IF CONTEXT
10-12 25:3 A + B + C; ADDEND < 7 DIGITS 91-93 90-3 FRACTIONS: SUBTRACTION 181.163 .

26.; ESTIMATE SUM: 3-DIGIT ADDENDS 118.120 109-4 METRIC MEASUREMENT: CM TO M 169-171

LITERAL COMPREHENSION 32-1 ABC DE (NO O'S), REGROUPING 163-165

IIB MAIN IDEA 15, 45,60 32.2 ABC DE OR ABC DEF 154.156

IIC MAIN IDEA DETAILS 21, 22, 33 39-1 ,AB x C =1 124.126

IIE SEQUENCE 35, 43, 71 39.3 AB x CD . ? 145.147

.

IIF CAUSE/EFFECT 38, 48, 67 44-7, DIVISION: COMPUTATION 94.96

HQ LIKENESS/DIFFERENCE 17, 47, 62 , 45.1 DIVISION: WORD PROBLEM

1

148.150

INFERENTIAL COMPREHENSION
DECIMALS

IiiA MAIN IDEA 18, 63, 64 63.2 PLACE VALUE 139-141

IIIB CAUSE/EFFECT 34, 42, 70 68.5 + OR ; COMPUTATION 130-132 .

IIIC PROBABLE OUTCOME
31, 32, 37 69.1 + AND ; WORD PROBLEM 160.162

111D MAIN IDEA DETAILS .16, 46, 61

,IIIE 'SEQUENCE 1 39, 49, 68 FRACTIONS

III,p . 1CONCLUSIONS 40, 50, 69 80-2 SHOED REGIONS, 10 OR LESS 97.99

IIII-I s ANALOGIES . 23-25 81-3 EQUIVALENCE ' ' 121-123

0
85.3 ADD MIXED NOS., LIKE DENOMS, 100.102

CRITICAL READING SKILLS
90-3 WHOLE NUMBER MINUS FRACTION . 103.105

IVA AUTHOR'S PURPOSE
13,19, 65' 94.2 WHOLE NUMBER TIMES FRACTION 127.129

IVC AUTHOR'S VIEWPOINT
14, 20, 66 95.3 A/B x C/D; B,D < 10 109-111 ,

RELATED STUDY SKILLS

METRIC MEASUREMENT

VA REFERENCES, AWARENESS

VB REFERENCES, USE

51-53

26, 27, 41

109-2/3 CONVERSION: METERS, CENTIMETERS

119-2 AREA; COUNT SQUARE UNITS

133-135

136-138

SUMMARIZING. VD SUMMARIZING

VF ALPHABETIZING

36, 44, 72

54-56

VOLUME COUNT CUBIC UNITS

144-1 TEMFL ,TUBE

157.159

106-108

NON-METRIC MEASUREMENT
,

POSITIVE RESPONSE/READING 148.3 TIME NEAREST FIVE MINUTES 151.153
P

VIA READ IN FREE TIME 73.75 152-2 MONEY: ADD OR SUBTRACT 142-144

VIB VISIT READING PLACES 76.78
,

vIC REQUEST EXTRA READING 79.81 GEOMETRY

VID TALK ABOUT READING .82-84 157-1 QUADRILATERALS 112.114

RELATED ACTIVITIES

..

85'87 160-1/2 LINES: RELATIONSHIPS , 166-168

.

r

4 PROBABILITY A STATISTICS

170-2 'BAR GRAPH 115-117,

..

. ,

,

.
,
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LIST OF ITEMS MEASURING. EACH TENTH GRADE OBJECTIVE

READING
1,--

\...

MATHEMATICS ,

.

..

CORE CORBELATE

Test Farm, Skill Area & Obj. Description
'

Test Item

Numbers
°N.
Code7-----

'Skill Area &-,
)

Objective Description\ i Test Item

Numbers
°N.

Code
Skill Area' & Objective Desciiption

Test Item ltTiONumbers

Cry 1

VOCABULARY MEANING
'Y WHOLE NU BERS 47-1 WHOLE NUMBER DIVISION ESTIMATE 172-174

IA PREFIXES
31.33 46.5 DIVISION: OMPUTATION 109.1114 65.1 DECIMALS; ROUNDING , 178.180

IC MULTIPLE MEANINGS
37.33 47.2 DIVISION: RD PROBLEMS 112.114 73.2 DECIMALS:. ESTIMATE PRODUCT 190.192

ID SYNONYMS 34.36 "s
DECIMALS

, 74.1

164.2,

, DECIMAL x 10, 100; 1000

PROPORTION; WORD PROBLEM

187.189.

175-177
IE ANTONYMS 1.3

66.2 CONVERT FRA IONS TO DECIMALS 94.96 104-3 PROPORTION: SCALE DRAWING 181-183
IF CONTEXT 4-6

67.1 ORDER SET 0 DECIMALS 166-168 124-1 METRIC MEASUREMENT: AREA 184-186

74.7 DECIMAL x DECIMAL 118.120 4k1 .

LITERAL COMPREHENSION
1

75.3 MULTIPLICATION: WORD PROBLEMS 130.132

IIB MAIN IDEA 15, 40, 55
77.2 DECIMAL + WHOLE NUMBER .. 142.144

11C MAIN IDEA DETAILS 13, 47, 67
77.3 DECIMAL ÷ DECIMAL 121.123

IIE SEQUENCE ' 19, 29, 50

IIF CAUSE/EFFECT . , 43, 58, 63 FRACTIONS ,

IIG LIKENESS/DIFFERENCE 17, 42, 57 82.2 FIND LARGER: A/B OR C/D 115.117

83.3 CONVERT MIXED TO COMMON 154.156 ,

INFERENTIAL COMPREHENSION 87.3 A/B + C/D, B 0 D 145.147

IIIA MAIN IDEA 12, 46, 66 88.2 ADDITION: WORD PROBLEMS 163.165 ,

IIIB CAUSE/EFFECT , 18, 28, 49 92.4 A/B C/D, B 0 D 106.108 .

IIIC PROBABLE OUTCOME 23, 24, 27 92-6 SUBTRACTION: MIXED NUMBERS 133.135
t.

IIID MAIN IDEA DETAILS 16, 41, 56 97-2 A/B x C/D; B,D < 10 .
127.129

IIIE, SEQUENCE
.

44, 59, 61 97-5 WHOLE NUMBER X MIXED NUMBER 151.153

IIIF LIKENESSiDIFFERENCE 14, 48, 68

IIIG CONCLUSIONS 45, 60, 62
RATIO, PROPORTION & PERCENT

IIIH ANALOGIES 7.9
CONVERT FRACTION, DECIMAL, % 88.90

. 106- PERCENT: WORD PROBLEMS ,
148-150

,

CRITICAL READING SKILLS METRIC MEASUREMENT.
IVA AUTHOR'S PURPOSE 10, 25, 64

124.2 MEASURE AND COMPUTE AREA 169-171

IVB FACT/OPINION 52.54
130.1 VOLUME: WORD PROBLEMS 97-99

IVC AUTHOR'S VIEWPOINT / 11, 26, 65

NON-METRIC MEASUREMENT

RELATED STUDY SKILLS 146.1 ANGLE MEASUREMENT 160-162
. .

e

VA REFERENCES, AWARENESS 70.72 149.1 TIME CONVERSION .r 103-105

VI3 REFERENCES, USE 21, 22, 69 154.2 MONEY: WORD PROBLEMS 157-159 ,

VD SUMMARIZING
% '

20, 30, 51

GEOMETRY ,

, POSITIVE RESPONSE/READING
167.2 PARTS OF A CIRCLE 100-102

vrA READ IN FREE TIME 73.75
PROBABILITY & STATISVDS

VIB VISIT READING PLACES ' M-78
172.1 PROBABILITY or SIMPLE EVENT

VIC REQUEST EXTRA READING 79-81
, 173.1 MEAN OF A SET OF NUMBERS

.139-141

124.126
VID TALK ABOUT READING 82-84

RELATED ACTIVITIES .i 85-87 EQUATIONS, EXPRESSIONS, GRAPHS

. 180.7 EVALUATE COMMON ALGEBRAIC EXPR. 136.138

182.5 READ COORDINATE SYSTEM 91-93 .

. c .
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APPENDIX ,D

VARIABLES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE*

n. the past decade much research has been foctiged on
ing the characteristics of schools, teachers, administrators
lents which lead to success in school. While some of this
h has identified faCtors outside the school as being
nt, there is an increasing amount of research which shows
!s which educators can influence through their behavior.
!Con briefly discusses a series of principles which have
ratified through research by the Michigan Department of
on or other researchers. These principles, or "variables
ke a difference" have been shown through careful study to
ly related to student achievement. The principles can be
:ed by educators and should be used to improve the
Lg process.

'he more time spent on instruction the greater the
!ment gain.

general the more time spent in school and the more time
instruction the greater the learning that takes place.

tions of this principle extend to improved use of time,
ialized ..instruction and curriculum content.

rhe greater the amount of parental involvement, the
the acnievement.

rents influence their children in a number °I ways;
their expectations for the children, through their own
toward learning, through involvement at school, and

direct instruction.

High expectations on the part of the principal are
associated with greater achievement.

Principals who are assertive instructional leadeh and have
high expectations for students tend to have successful schools.
They work with staff to set goals and to provide the support
needed to attain them. They evaluate instruction based on the
agreed upon goals.

High teacher expectations are associated with high
achievement.

Teachers who believe that all , of their students have the
ability to succeed also believe that they, as teachers, make a
difference. These factors seem to have a positive effect on student
learning.

Higher achievement gains are more likely to occur in
classrooms characterized by a high degree of structure, with
teachers who are supportive.

Structure is manifested in a number of ways. Among these
are goal direction, classroom organization, and supervision. This
does not imply that autocratic teachers are the most successful. A
warm supportive teacher who is able to provide a:clear direction
toward the achievement of clearly Stated goals and objectives and
supervise or monitor student behavior is likely to note achieve-,.

ment gains among the students in the class.

'Acknowledgements: The principles contained in this section are Drawn from the work of many educational researchers. The section is based on a literature review
conducted for the Michigan Department of Education by the ESEA I Evaluation Technical Assistance renter, Educational Testing Prvices, Evanston, Illinois.
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The use of positive feedback reinforceinen't by teachers

is associated with greater achievement.

Teachers who are successful in raising the achievement levels

of studentS tend to use,a higher rate of, praise and encouragement

and to use them more appropriately than teachers who are less

successful.

The use of tutoring is related to achievement.

Research has shown that tutoring can be 4n effective way to

bring about better achievement. This may be related to the first

principle' in this section, that is, the amount and qual4 of time

spent, on instruction.

Recitation promotes greater achievementlgains.

Recitation (generally defined s response by a student) can be

an effective.rneans of promotingboth the acquisition and retention

I

This section has presented in summary form eight principles

associated with improved student achievement. Many of the.

principles may seem .obvious and based on common sense.

However, what may appearObvious is not always supported by

research. Many of the principles are .related to one another and

they may lead to achieverhent, increments if employed in

combination.

Teachers, prindpals:superintendents.and all others involved

in the education of Michigan's Children and Youth are
encouraged to study these principles to see how they apply in their

schodls. Where ever appropriate; educators and parents are

encouraged to implement strategies and programs based, at least

in pf,rt, on these principles.

For more information regarding these "variables that make a

difference" contact Da \lid L. Donovan, Assistant Superintendent,

Technical Assistance' and Evaluation: P.O. Box 30008, Lansing,

Michigan 48909.



APPENDIX E

.UNDERSTANDING AND USING THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT REPORT

Michigan Educational Assessment Program
a

What is the Michigan Educational Assessment Program

(MEAP)?

MEAP is a statewide testing program. It checks to see if you know

some important skills in reading and mathematics., All fourth,

seventh, and tenth grade students take the assessment tests. The

MEAP test results are used by teachers, counselors, adminis-

trators, and the public to determine how' well the school or district

is doing to teach students important basic skills.
V)

The skills you are expected to know are called Performance

Objectives. There are separate performance objectives for

reading and mathematics, Objectives that are alike are put into

groups called Skill Areas.

Every objective is measured by three test questions. You must

answer two or three of the questions correctly to pass an objective.

And, if you pass more than 75% of the (ibjectives, you are considered

to be doing acceptably well.

What (ides my Individual Student Report tell me?

It compares what You should know with what you do know.

It tells which objectives you have learned and which you have

not learned,

It tells if you are at an acceptable level in reading and

mathematics.

100'
48

How calf I use' the MEAP results? .

Write down the objectives which Au did not pass.

Talk with your teachers, parents, and 'counselor about your

problems with these objectives,

Ask your teachers, parents; and counselor for help to learn

these*objectives.

Ask for boob's or worksheets which will help you.

Decide how you. will work 'to learn the objectives you need

to know.

Work an the objectives by yourself or maybe, you can take a

special course that will help you. .

How do Z read the report?

The example given hereshows hov: 'a read your report, Large

capital letters are used to helP you find, the important parts

(sections). If you have any questions about your report, ask' you

teacher or counselor for help.

4 Section A gives identification info.rmation: your name, student

number, tAcher,'class section, district, school, and age.

Sections B C give. the number and a brief description of

each of the mathematics objectivestested.



section .D gives the question numbers and tells what you did.,

+,means you answereti,correctly,

A, B, C, or D shows that you gave a wrong answer a, tells

which answer you did' gi;e.

* means, you skipped,the question.

A blank space means you stopped answering questions

before you got to this question.

Section E shows th'at number of questions you answered

correctly for each objective.

Section F tells if you passed each objective: "Y" means yes,

"N" means no; and "0" means you didn't answer .enough

questions to tell.
4

Section G tells the total number of objectives you passed and

also gives a summary of your test results. Test results are

reported a four levels called Categories of Achievement.

Category 4 is the highest and means. your test results are

acceptable, In order to be. in Category 4 for reading and

mathematics, you must pass more thai.35% of the objectives,

Anything below Category 4 means you need some help. If you

want to know more about the categoriek of achievement,

please ask your teacher or counselor.

The information given in Section A-G. for the mathematics

objectives is then repeated for the reading objectives.

. , ,

,

INDIVIDUAL STUDENT REPORT

GRADE 4 MATHF.PIATICS .

Student: MIGHT EDNARD Li....1:1-4..StudentNry,

Teacher POSSE BETSY , . Section: SPECIAL CODES

District; NICHVILLE Ager 09-D6

School: MID-CITY ELEMENTARY School year 14$X-8K . RESEARCH: 01

Obi

Code

,
Skill Areas and Objec fives

RerriNurneeru

and Responses

Obi

AO

y

N

Y

Y
y

Y

N

A
N

10-5 ORDER SETS: FINER D 133
10 -7 ORDER SETS: FENEST 169 *

16-2r PLACE VALUE: HINDRED CHART 97 +

16-4 EXPAND 2-DIGIT liteRAL. 151 4

15.7 EXPAND 3 -DIDIT'IMIERAL MODS 121 +

16-8 EXPAND 3 -DIGIT kliERAL 163 +

16-9 ABC > CBA OR MC 0 CBA 112 0

16-10 ORDER SET OF NUMERALS 109 4

17-1 6 NEXT WIDER IN SEQUENCE / 124 A

134
170 0

98 ;

152 +

122 +

164 8

113 0

110 *

125 0

lis 0
171 0

99 +

153 4

123 4

165 +

.114 0

111 D

124 0

2

0.

3

3

3

2

0

1

0

NHOLE ORES ----
23-1 .1 AB + Cr N3 REGROJPIND

23-3 AB + CO, NO REOR

24-1 AB 4 CI 175 .

210-2 RACTIEN 190

' RS: A - Si AA 0 19 181,4

__...c--- NHOLE 4.MBERSI AB -. CO 178 4

--- 35-4 NHOLE 140BERS: 2 x A: 7 187 +

36-2 NHOLE tilMbig'41 A x Q : ? 193

150.3 4ENTRY: SHAPES 184 I

. .

0

G
,

176 +

191 .

182 +

179 +

108 4

194

185 r

. :

177 M

192

183 +

.180 +

109 4

195

186 +

2

.3

3
3

3

Y

0

Y

Y

Y

0

1

t

Summary of Student Performance

, .. C OE
ISTotal Objectives: 28 7

L, Objectives Attained: '. ' 23 5
Category of Achievement. 4 ,

F

,,

'INDIVIDUAL T'UDDIT REPORT

. GRADE it READING

Student: RIGHT
. WARD L Student No:

Teacher ROUE BETSY Sidon: , SPECIAL CODES

District MICHVILLE Age: 09-06

School: HID-CITY ELEMENTARY School Year. 198X-8X RESEARCH: 01

Obj

Code

,

Skill Areas and Objectives
Item Numbers

nd Responses

No.

Att?

Y

N
Y

Y

Y

N

' I lil I in 1 Teti'
IA PREFIXES .1 A

IB SUFFIXES 70 M

IC WIMPLE MEANINGS II +

ID SYMNYMS 4A
IE Waft 37 +

IF cam 40 +

2+
21 *

63 4

14
38 +

67 A

I.+

12 +

64 4

A +

.19 0

AO A

.,

7

1

3

2

.2

1

LITERAL COPPIMICUN ..

110 MAIN IDEA 1
. 7 +

IIC MAIN IDEA DETAILS , 14
IIE SEQUENCE 14 +

IIF CAUSE/EFFECT 10

NO LIKENESS/DIFFERENCE, 1

26 19

41 +

30 +

32
te

40 e

63 4

4 0
le

2
3

2

t.
Y

Y

Delltentl WM=
IDEA

Summery of Student Petiorminee. , .

C011 PiSITITI MR1111/1101
'.. Total Objectives: 25 . A

Objectives Attained: U 4Cateaon of Actilenn_______,
WWI

0,3
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APPENDIX F

SPECIAL NOTES FOR ADULT EDUCATORS

o In June 1982 the Michigan Department of Education con -

'.ducted a survey of local Adult Education (AE) programs to deter-

mine interest in piloting the Michigan Educational Assessment

Program (MEAP) tests with AE students. Approximately one-

fourth of the AE programs in the state volunteered to participate.

The purpose of this pilot project was to determine if the MEAP

tests, and training following the testing would be useful to.adult

educators.

The 1982 pilot project was a success and the MEAP tests were

again offered in 1983 to state AE programs on a voluntary basis.

The tests were administered &Ting three week spans in.October,

1983 and February, 1984.

In the 1982 pilot testing, the seventh grade level test was used

to test adult education students on fourth through eighth grade

skills in mathematics and/or reading. To broaden the scope of

skills tested, three levels of MEAP tests were offered in 1983.

Level I contained the Fourth Grade Mathematics Test only. Level

II contained the Seventh Grade Mathematics Test and a modified

version of the Seventh Grade Reading Test. The modified reading

test measured the same objectives as the basic seventh grade test,'

howevee, some reading passages were changed to appeal to more

mature students. Level IIIcontained the same inodified reading

test as Level tI, and the Tenth-Grade Mathematics Test.

This handbook contains the interpretive materials prepared.

by MEAP staff to help local educators read and use their MEAP

test results. The narrative refers to fourth, seventh, and tenth

grade results of students because it was produced specifically for

K-12 .educators who receive fourth, seventh, a:1d tenth grade

N results. However, most of the information is also appropriate for

4

your use with the adults education test results and students

because the AE mathematics tests are exactly the same as the

tests taken by fourth, seventh, and, tenth graders. The reading

AE test measures most of the same objectives tested at the seventh

gradE with 'mudified reading passages. The test results can be

used help adult educators (1), determine individual student

neey; and (2) review_ curricula to help improve the delivery' of

instruction. a.

Special Notes

The following highlights the specific.sections of the handbook

wh4 you should read. If" you have questions, or would like

further explanations, call a MEAP staff member at (517) 3731

8393'.

Section I (pages 1-3) Most information is applicable to the Adult

Education assessment project.

Section II (pages) 4-11) Most information in this section is:

applicable, with appropriate adjustments for Adult Education

students. I

Section III (pages 12-15) This information is applicable for all

MEAP tests.

Appendix A (pages 16-27) Adult educators participating in the use

of the MEAP tests will receive the following reports: ,

Individual Student Report (page 16)

School Summary ,Report (page 18).

District Summary Report (page 18)

Test Item Analysis - School, District (page 24)



Appendix B Information from Appendix B which is applicable to ,

the Adult Education assessment project is,give on pages 30-32,

33-37, and 40-42.

Appendix C is not used for Adult Education, List of Items

Measuring' Each Adult Education Objective is provided in this

appendix (F).

Appendices D, E, and G' All information in these appendices is

aloplicable to the Adult Education assessment project.

This handbook also describes reports which are NOT part of the

Adult Education assessment project: Classroom Listing Report,

Parent Pamphlet, Feeder School Report, Resprch Code Report. h

Of

o

LIST OF ITEMS MEASURING

EACH ADULT EDUCATION OBJECTIVE

LEVEL I - MATHEMATICS

Obl Skill Area & Objective DesCription Test Item

Code Numbers

NUMERATION

10.5 ORDER SETS: ..FEWER 43.45

10-7 ORDER SETS: FEWEST, 79.81

16-2 PLACE VALUE: HUNDRED CHART 7.9

16-4 EXPAND 2-DIGIT NUMERAL. 61.63

16.7 EXPAND 3-DIGIT NUMERAL W/WORDS 31.33

16.8 EXPAND 3-DIGIT NUMERAL 73.75

16.9 ABC > CBA OR ABC < CBA 22.24

16-18 NDER SET OF NLtMERALS 19-21

17-1 NEXT NUMBER IN St:OUENCE 34-36

WHOLE NUMBERS

23-1 AB + L;, NO REGROUPING 64.66

23-3 AB + CD, NO REGROUPING 25-27

24-1 AB + C, WITH REGROUPING 28-30

24-2 tA8 + CD, WITH REGROUPING

729.2 'SUBTRACTION: 'NUMBER SENTENCE 10-()-7212

30-1 B C, NO REOMUPING 76-78

30-2 AB CD, NO REGROUPING 58-60

31.1 AB C, WITH REGROUPING 55-57

35-3 A+A+A...=AxB 40-42

35-6 Ax13--.A+A4:A,.. 67.69

36.1 Ax 1=7' 47-51

36-3 A x 6; A;B< 6 , 52.54

FRACTIONS

79-4/6 IDENTIFY CONGRUENT PARTS 46-48

79-13 SHADED REGIONS: 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 16-18

METRIC MEASUREMENT

1074 LENGTH: NEAREST CM

143.2 TEMPERATURE 13-15

NONMETRIC MEASUREMENT

147-6 TIME: NEAREST HOUR 46

GEOMETRY

1e6-1 SHAPES
37.39,

163-1 PROPERTIES OF FIGURES , 82-84

.
o

CORRELATE 2

17-3 NUMERATION: ODD OR EVEN 8547

28.3 WHOLE NUMBERS: SUBTRACTION 100-102

29-4 WHOLE NUMBERS: A 8: A,8 < 19 91793

31.4 -WHOLE NUMEES: AB CD 88-90

354 WHOLE NUMBERS: 2 X A = 7 97-99

36-2 WHOLE NUMBERS: A x 0 = 7 103-195

156.3 GEOMETRY: SHAPES 9496
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LIST OF ITEMS MEASURING EACH ADULT EDUCATION OBJECTIVE

,

LEVELS II & III - READING LEVEL II - MATHEMATICS LEVEL III - MATHEMATICS

i
°b,' Skill Area & Objective Descriptipn

Code

Test Item

Numbers

Obj, Skill Area '& Objective Description
Code '

Test Item

Numbers

,Obj, Skill Area & Objebtive Description
Test Item

Code Numbers

VOCABULARY MEANING

IA PREFIXES

IC MULTIPLE MEANINGS

IC1' SYNONYMS,

'IE ANTONYMS , ,,

LITERAL COMPREHENSION .

IIE1 MAIN IDEA

IIC MAIN IDEA DETAILS

IIE SEQUENCE

IIF CAUSE/EFFECT

IIG LIKENESS/DIFFERENCE ,

INFERENTIAL COMPREHENSION

IIIA MAIN IDEA

IIIB CAUSE/EFFECT

IIIC PROBABLE OUTCOME

1110 MAIN IDEA DETAILS

IIIE SEQUENCE

IIIF LIKENESS/DIFFERENCE

IIIG CONCLUSIONS
,-

CRITICAL READING SKILLS

IVA AUTHORS PURPOSE

IVC, AUTHOR'S VIEWPOINT

RELATED STUDY SKILLS

VA REFERENCES, AWARENESS

VB REFERENCES, USE

VD SUMMARIZING

VF ALPHABETIZING

POSITIVE RESPONSE1READING

VIA READ IN FREE TIME ,

VIB VISIT READING PLACES ,

VIC REQUEST EXTRA READING

VID TALK ABOUT READING.

RELATED ACTIVITIES

..

.,

, :

'

1-3

4.6

20-22

40.42

9, 31, 43

12, 47, L":

18, 4 68

25, 34, 61 '"

11, 33, 45

14, 46, 49

17, 28, 64

23, 24, 55

10, 32, 44

26, 35, 62

13, 48, 51

27, 36, 63

7',15, 59

8, 16, 60

37-39

52-54

19, 29, 66

56-58

67.69

70-72

73.75

76.78

79.81

NUMERATION

18,1 PLACE VALUE: FOUR DIGITS

WHOLE NUMBERS
1

25.3 A + B + C: ADDEND < 7 DIGITS

26.3 ESTIMATE SUM: 3-DIGIT ADDENDS

32.1 ABC DE (NO (FS), REGROUPING

32.2 ABC DE OR ABC DEF

39-1 ABXC .7

39.3 AB x CD = 7

44.7 DIVISION: COMPUTATION

45-1 DIVISION: WORD PROBLEM
i

DECIMALS

63.2 PLACE VALUE

68.5 + OR- : COMPUTATION

69.1 + AND -; WORD, PROBLEM

,FRACTIONS

80.2 SHADED'FIEGIONS, 10 OR LESS

81.3 EQUIVALENCE

85.3 ADD MIXED NOS., LIKE DENOMS. -.

90.3 WHOLE NUMBER MINUS FRACTION

4- WHOLEW FRACTIONST92 H NUMBER TIMES FRC

95.3 A/B X C/D; 8,0 < 10

METRIC MEASUREMENT

109-273 CONVERSION: METERS, CENTIMETERS

119-2 `AREA: COUNTSOIJARE UNITS

127-1 VOLUME; COUNT CUBIC UNITS

144-1 TEMPERATURE
4

NONMETRIC MEASUREMENT

148.3 TIME: NEARESTfIVE MINUTES

152-2 MONEY; ADD OR SUBTRACT

GEOMETRY

157.1 QUADRILATERALS

160-1/2 LINES: RELATIONSHIPS ',

' ,

PROBABILITY I STATISTICS

170-2 `BAR GRAPH

CORRELATE
.711,..

-1-2 NUMERATION: EXPAND ABCD

40-3 WHOLE NUMBERS: ESTIMATE PRODUCTS

43-2 WHOLE NUMBERS: RELATE X TO ÷ ':

63-1 DECIMALS: PLACE VALUE ,

64.3 DECIMALS: MEANING, 100THS

^ 90 -3" FRACTIONS: SUCTRACTION

109.4 METRIC MEASUREMENT: CM TO M

.

82.84

85-87

112-114

157.159

148-150

118-120

139-141

88-90

142-144

133-135

124.126

154.156

.

91-93

115-117

94.96

97.99

121.123 '

103.105

127-129

130-132

151-153

100-102

145-147

136-138'

106-108

160-162

109-111

.,

166-168

172-174

169-171

178-180

181-183

175-177.

163-165

WHOLE NUMBERS
,

46.5 DIVISION: COMPUTATION

47.2 DIVISION: WORD,PROBLEMS

.

DECIMALS

66-2 CONVERT FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS '

67.1 ORDER SET OF DECIMALS /

74.7 DECIMAL X DECIMAL

75.3 MULTIPLICATION: WORD PROBLEMS

77.2 DECIMAL + WHOLE NUMBER

77.3 DECIMAL + DECIMAL

FRACTIONS

82.2 FIND LARGER: A/B OR C/D

83.3 CONVERT MIXED Tb COMMON

87.3 A/B + C/D, B 0 D

88-21 ADDITION: WORD PROBLEMS

92-4 A/B - C/D, B # D

92-6 SUBTRACTION; MIXED NUMBERS

97-2 A/B X

E N

E4,0 < 10C/0;

97-5 WHOLE x MIXED NUMBER

RATIO, PROPORTION 1 PERCENT

105.4 CONVERT FRACTION, DECIMAL, %

106.1 PERCENT; 'WORD PROBLEMS

METRIC MEASUREMENT

124.2 MEASURE AND COMPUTE AREA ."

130-1 '''VOLUME:. WORD PROBLEMS
I

NONMETRIC MEASUREMENT

146-1ANGLE MEASUREMENT

149-1 TIME CONVERSION

154.2 MONEY: WORD PROBLEMS ,,

GEOMETRY .'

167-2 PARTS OF A CIRCLE

' PROBABILITY i'STATISTICS

172.1 PROBABILITY OF SIMPLE EVENT

173-1 MEAN OF A SET OF NUMBERS

.

EQUATIONS, EXPRESSIONS, GRAPHS

180.7 EVALUATE COMMON ALGEBRAIC EXPR.'

182-5 READ COORDINATE SYSTEM

CORRELATE

47.1 WHOLE NUMBER: DIVISION.ESTIMATE

65-1 DECIMALS: ROUNDING

73.2 DECIMALS: ESTIMATE PRODUCT

74-1 DECIMAL X 10, VD, 1000

1044 PROPORTION: WORD PROBLEM

104-3 PROPORTION: SCALE DRAWING

124.1 METRIC MEASUREMENT: AREA

103-105

106-108

68-90

160.162'

, 112-114

124-126

136-138

115-117

109-111

148-150

139-141

' 157-159

100-102

127-129

121-123

145-147

82-84

142-144

163-165

91.93

154.156

97-99

151-153

94-96

133-135

118-120

130.132

85-87

, 168.168

172-174

184-186

181-183.

169-171

...: 175-177

178-180

'



APPENDIX G

LISTING OF RESOURCE MATERIALS' (1983)

I. MEAP

Explanatory

A. Questions and Answers Abont the Michigan. Ediwatiwial

Assessment Program

B. Monograph #1: An Overview

Using MEAP Results.

C. Monograph #2.. Identifying and Addressing Stild'ent.

Needs

D. Monograph #3: Identifying and Addressing Curriculuni

Needs

Reporting MEAP.Results

E. Monograph #4: Reporting TestResu s to Pareids

Filnifir use with parents: g Better Basics"

order directly, from your Local 1?( lion& Educational

Media Center (REMC)

G. Monograph #5: Reporting TestResults to the School Board'

H. Monograph #6: Reporting Test Results to the Public

Instructional Support Materials

+ Mathematics

I. Minimal Perfwmance Objectives for Mathematics (1980)

J.. Mathematics Education Interpretive Report: Grades

4-7-10: 198.0-S'

K MEAP Suppc rt Materials for Mathematics

L. Whole Numb( r, Computation

M. Teach 1?es arse Guide for Metric Education

'

+' Reading

Minimal Performance Objectives for COmminication

Skills, in Michigan (1980)

0, MAP Support Materials for Reading

P. MEAP Secondary Support Materials for Reading

+ Other Essential Skill Areas (Inforniqia n for other essential

skill areas is also available, Such Normation typically

includes performance objectives, testing materials, state-

wide results, interpretive reports, and, if developed, sup-

port materials.)

Q. Career Development.

R. Health

S. Lift,Role ,Com petenc

T. Listening

U. Physical Education

V. Science

W. Writing

X. Music

II, Related Materials ...

rA Guide to TeSt Taking, As Easy as .

Z. Holv to Pick 0 Good School

'Materials available upon request from MEAP, P.O. Box 30008, Lansing, MI

48909. Quantities limited to one copy per item.


